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Abstract
This PhD research project and the findings of its intensive experimental
analysis regard various internal leading edge cooling systems designed both
for aircraft engines and heavy duty gas turbines.
In the last decades, research in the area of such power systems has mainly
focused on the improvement of the overall efficiency and power output, mak-
ing sure the strict legislative requirements which regulate pollutant emissions
(particularly NOx) are observed. These aspects are related to turbine inlet
temperatures (TIT) which, in recent years, have reached values far above the
acceptable material temperatures of the components directly exposed to hot
gases. One of the most thermally loaded regions is represented by the lead-
ing edge of the turbine blades in which more complex cooling schemes are
required to keep the metal temperature at levels consistent with the design
life.
The present work regards an experimental survey on different scaled up
leading edge cooling schemes aimed at measuring the heat transfer coef-
ficient (HTC) inside the leading edge cavity of high pressure gas turbine
blades. Several experimental models were designed in order to meet the re-
quirements of the industrial partners, in fact a modular approach has been
used to test four different external leading edge profiles with different inter-
nal impingement geometries. The complete leading edge cooling scheme has
been replicated which is, in particular, composed of ”cold bridge” systems
with different jet arrangements (number of jets, shape, jet-to-jet pitches)
and coolant extraction from the cavity, with different extraction hole arrays,
in order to underline the influence of the coolant extraction on the internal
heat transfer distribution. Detailed two-dimensional heat transfer coefficient
vi
maps have been obtained by means of a transient technique, using a TLC
(Thermo-chromic Liquid Crystals) thermography in a narrow band formula-
tion. The experiments have been performed in an engine similitude in terms
of impingement jet Reynolds number, which is the main driving parameter
in these internal cooling systems.
The study has been carried out within the European Research Project
ERICKA (Engine Representative Internal Cooling and Knowledge Applica-
tions), part of the European Union Framework Programme 7, whose overall
objective is to provide a means for improving the existing turbine blade cool-
ing technology, thus reducing the turbine blade cooling mass-flow. In this
scientific framework, the University of Florence is involved in Work Package
2 which focuses on the stationary experiments in leading edge impingement
cooling systems, together with its industrial partners AVIO and ALSTOM
Switzerland.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background of Present Research
History records over a century and a half of interest in and work on the gas
turbine. The first gas turbine was patented in 1791 by the Englishman John
Barber (Figure 1.1). His invention contained the basics of the modern gas
turbine: it had a compressor, a combustion chamber and a turbine. John
Barber’s concept was sound, but given the technology of that day, it was
not possible to realize this invention due to primary technological hurdles in
Figure 1.1: John Barber’s patent
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materials and compressor design. Despite several innovative concepts during
the 19th century it was not until the early part of the 20th century that
engineers were able to produce a machine that was useful. In particular,
the history of the gas turbine as a viable energy conversion device began
with Frank Whittle, who designed and patented the first turbo jet engine in
January 1930. This engine, which had a single-stage centrifugal compressor
coupled to a single-stage turbine known as ”the Whittle Unit” (WU), was
successfully bench tested in April 1937 (Figure 1.2(a)). The first true jet-
propelled aircraft was developed, seemingly unaware of Whittle’s work, by
the German Hans von Ohain in 1939 (Figure 1.2(b)). In the same year the
Brown Boveri company introduced the first gas-turbine-drive electrical power
system in Switzerland.
(a) Whittle Unit (WU) (b) Heinkel HeS 3
Figure 1.2: First invented jet-engines
Since those years, the development of this technology has improved consid-
erably, first in the military engine field during the 1950s, and then, by the
1960s, in civilian aircrafts.
It is important to stress that this development, and the reasonable perfor-
mances achieved, has been strongly influenced by the possibility, on the one
hand to realize compressors with high compression ratios and high efficiency,
and on the other hand, to build components capable to withstand high tem-
peratures. Figures 1.3 and 1.4 show the turbogas technological evolution
since the 1960s; both graphs illustrate the global pressure ratio and the tur-
bine inlet temperature (TIT) increase during the last decades, which are
1.1. Background of Present Research 3
Figure 1.3: Pressure ratio trends for commercial transport engines [1]
directly related to the overall cycle efficiency and power output1. In particu-
lar, as illustrated in Figure 1.4, specific cycle power production improvement
(or specific thrust) can be achieved by increasing the turbine inlet temper-
ature. Nowadays, as predicted by the reported trend, modern gas turbine
engines have reached TIT above 1800 K (≈ 2800 ◦F), as for example the
newest Rolls Royce engine Trent 1000, depicted in Figure 1.5, which powers
the new commercial Boing 787. These high temperature levels represent hos-
tile (hot and corrosive) operating conditions for the hot-gas path components
that lead to service-induced degradation and, in the worst case, to compo-
nent failure. The awareness of the temperature limitations of the material
has led to continuous turbine development programs for cooling technologies,
material development, and related multi-disciplinary subjects such as fluid
dynamics, heat transfer, aerodynamic performance, and structures, all aimed
at ensuring the resistance of turbine components when exposed to hot gases.
In particular the most stressed components are high pressure turbine blades,
1For more details about Joule cycle please refer to [18]
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Figure 1.4: Trends in turbine inlet temperature [2]
Figure 1.5: Rolls-Royce Trent 1000
which are subjected to thermal stress as well as centrifugal forces, fatigue,
creep and corrosion. Today, many modern turbine airfoils use single crystal
superalloys based on nickel-cobalt (Ni-Co) compounds (Figure 1.6). Blade
coatings were also developed to protect the base material from corrosion and
oxidation.
1.1. Background of Present Research 5
Figure 1.6: Gas turbine material development (source www.aviogroup.com)
In the 1960s, due to the progress made in metallurgy and manufactur-
ing, gas turbine blade cooling systems were introduced. In the last decades
great importance has been given to improving the cooling efficiency of the
blade. With a complex feeding system, called Seconday Air System (SAS),
the coolant flow is extracted at several axial locations in the compressors
and distributed inside the most thermally loaded parts of the turbine to cool
such components. Moreover, the air exercises an axial pressure balance on
the rotating components and controls the axial loads on the bearings.
During the last decades, blade cooling systems have been improved to re-
duce the blade metal temperature to acceptable levels for the materials by
increasing the thermal capability of the engine. A wide range of internal
and external cooling arrangements has been used in the past; however, the
aim in both cases is to keep the entire blade cool enough and also to ensure
that temperature gradients within the blade (which might lead to thermal
stresses) are kept at an acceptable level.
Figure 1.7 illustrates well the improvement on the cooling systems in the past
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Figure 1.7: Variation of TIT over recent years [3]
50 years, from very simple configurations with radial ducts along the span
of the blade to highly sophisticated configurations aimed of increasing the
global cooling efficiency and reducing the required coolant mass flow rate.
Further improvements in the research field of gas turbines require higher
readiness level studies that provide test cases which are more and more sim-
ilar to real engine geometries and conditions, keeping the resolution and
quality of the obtained results high.
Most of these studies are funded and conducted within European research
programmes that are aimed at meeting the targets set by the ACARE (Ad-
visory Concil for Aeronautics Reasearch in Europe) to be reached in 2020.
One of the most important European projects on aero-thermal research and
development is the ERICKA project.
1.2 ERICKA European Project
The ERICKA (Engine Representative Internal Cooling Knowledge and
Application) project is a European Project within the Seventh Framework
Programme (2007-2013), partly funded by the European Commission (GA-
1.2. ERICKA European Project 7
2009-233799).
The main objective of the ERICKA project is the reduction of CO2 emis-
sions by 1% compared to the reference engines of the year 2000, a further
improvement, in particular with regard to European Research programmes.
Hence the project’s target is to improve the turbine blade cooling technology.
The project is split into five technical work-packages addressing many
critical aspects of internal flow and heat transfer in blades for both high
pressure (HP) turbine and low pressure (LP) turbine applications. Other
two specific work-packages are instead dedicated to project management and
dissemination activities (Fig. 1.8).
The University of Florence (UNIFI) is involved in the work-package WP2 -
”Leading edge impingement engine geometry”, with experiments on a static
rig focused on leading edge cooling systems, representative of current and
future engines. The WP2 also includes three industrial partners: AVIO,
ALSTOM Switzerland and Rolls-Royce UK. AVIO and ALSTOM provide
the baseline geometries to be tested in static conditions by the University
of Florence and in the rotating frame by Rolls-Royce UK. The final aim
of UNIFI is to provide static experimental results to be compared with the
Figure 1.8: ERICKA work breakdown overview
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experiments in rotating conditions on the same leading edge geometries, and a
database of experimental results for the numerical simulations obtained in the
other work-packages. The experiments, together with the CFD analysis, will
set the guidelines for the definition of one or more optimized configurations
that will be tested by UNIFI.
The whole project started in 2009 and will end in 2013.
1.3 Objectives of Present Research
The main objective of this experimental work is to understand of the heat
transfer characteristics inside typical airfoil leading edge cooling systems.
These systems are usually based on impingement cooling by means of cold
bridge systems or impingement geometries characterized by multiple arrays
of small circular holes.
Starting from the definition of the test rig specifications and the geome-
tries to investigate, this research paper will provide detailed results in terms of
heat transfer distribution and its modifications due to different impingement
geometries, i.e. jet shape and number, jet-to-jet distances, etc in different
inlet and outlet flow arrangements to reproduce the complex fluid-dynamic
interactions inside the leading edge cavity.
Results provided from the baseline geometries will set the guidelines for
the definition of optimized leading edge cooling schemes, that will be tested
and compared to baseline geometries.
Chapter 2
Overview of Gas Turbine
Cooling Systems
The present work is part of the complex subject of gas turbine airfoil
internal cooling systems.
Gas turbine blade cooling needs to be studied to ensure that parts of the
engine, exposed to the hot main gas, do not exceed wall temperature limits
to the extent that is detrimental to their life time.
High engine thermal efficiency is dependent upon high turbine entry temper-
ature, which is limited by the turbine blade and nozzle guide vane materials.
Continuous cooling of these components allows external main gas temper-
ature higher than the material’s maximum working temperature without
affecting the blade and vane integrity. Generally, the fluid used as coolant
flow is the air extracted from the compressor at several axial locations, that
is distributed inside the most thermally loaded components of the turbine.
Several blade and vane cooling systems have been developed to maximize
heat removal from the coolant flow, taking into account the geometrical,
mechanical and aerodynamic constraints imposed by the stage design (Fig.
2.1). The amount of heat removed has to be considered together with the
pressure losses along the cooling channels, so the design of the internal cooling
system requires an accurate knowledge of the fluid-dynamic and thermal
phenomena in order to promote heat exchange, keeping the pressure drops
low.
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Figure 2.1: High pressure nozzle guide vane cooling scheme [4]
To understand the results obtained by the present research paper, it is
fundamental to introduce the basics of the airfoil cooling systems starting
with an overview of the internal techniques, in particular focusing on the
impingement cooling and, finally, concentrating on the state of the art on
the leading edge cooling systems.
2.1 Internal Gas Turbine Cooling
The internal cooling systems represent all the technologies where the heat
exchange takes place inside the thermally loaded component, in particular in
the present case, inside blades and nozzles.
2.1.1 Radial and Multi-pass Ducts
The main basic cooling system is represented by radial ducts. Radial
ducts are a series of straight smooth channels where the coolant flow enters
from the hub of the blade, and also from the tip in case of vanes, and develops
along the radial direction.
Generally, as shown in Fig. 2.2, cooling channels are either single-pass
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Figure 2.2: Radial and multi-pass cooling channels [4]
(with radial outward flow) or multi-pass (both radial outward and radial
inward flow). The coolant is circulated through serpentine passages fashioned
on the inside of the gas turbine blade in order to remove heat from the
blade surface. Furthermore, to enhance the heat transfer coefficient inside
Figure 2.3: Section of a cooled blade
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radial and multi-pass channels, these passages are roughened with rib-shaped
turbulence promoters as shown in Fig. 2.3.
2.1.2 Rib Turbulated Cooling
Figure 2.4: Rib effects on mainstream flow and secondary flow behaviour [5]
Ribs can be considered obstacles whose role is to simply trip the bound-
ary layer, thus generating turbulences and consequently, increasing cooling
effects. This is the reason why they are called ”turbulence promoters”. Af-
ter the boundary layer is disturbed, redevelopment begins, and high heat
transfer is associated with the thin boundary layer. Figure 2.4 presents con-
ceptual views of the most notable characteristics of the effects of ribs on the
mainstream flow. As shown in Fig. 2.4(a), as the mainstream flow near the
surface of the channel passes over the rib, it separates from the surface. This
separation results in relatively low heat transfer just downstream of the rib,
due to a relatively hot cell being trapped in the area of recirculation. How-
ever, when the mainstream flow reattaches to the surface (between two ribs),
this is an area of relatively high heat transfer due to the impingement of the
mainstream flow on the surface. This pattern of separation, recirculation,
and reattachment continues throughout the channel along with the pattern
of repeating ribs.
Many geometrical parameters affect the heat transfer enhancement and con-
sequently, the pressure losses along the ribbed channel. For more details,
please refer to Han et al. [2].
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2.1.3 Pin Fins
Figure 2.5: Cross-sectional view of a modern internally cooled turbine blade
Pin fins are prismatic support, generally with circular cross-sections, and
they are one of the most common types of internal cooling devices used in
turbine blades.
Pin fins are placed orthogonally to the flow direction to maximize forced
convected fin cooling. Like cylinders in a cross-flow, pins shed wake at the
downstream flow. The wake shed by each pin increases the free-stream tur-
bulence, and the boundary layer development over the pin-mounted surface
gets disturbed. The wakes from upstream pins also affect both the flow and
heat transfer performance of downstream pins.
In addition to flow disturbances, pins conduct thermal energy away from the
heat-transfer surface, and long pins can increase the effective the wet heat
transfer area.
One particular application of pin fins is cooling the trailing edge of a turbine
airfoil, in fact ribbed channels are not used on this part of the blade to avoid
thickening of the downstream part of the airfoil. Thus, pin fins are intro-
duced in a narrow channel from the root of the blade, as illustrated in Fig.
2.5.
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2.1.4 Dimple Cooling
Dimpled cooling represents an alternative to rib and pin fins cooling due
to the relatively low pressure loss penalty (compared with pins) and mod-
erate heat transfer enhancement. A typical test section for dimple cooling
studies is shown in Fig. 2.6.
These concavities induce flow separation and reattachment with pairs of vor-
tices. The areas of high heat transfer include the areas of flow reattachment
on the flat surface immediately downstream of the dimple. The heat trans-
fer in the dimpled channel is typically 2 - 2.5 times greater than the heat
transfer in a smooth channel with a pressure loss penalty of 2 to 4 times that
of a smooth channel [6]. These values show little dependence on Reynolds
number and channel aspect ratio. However, the dimple size, dimple depth,
distribution, and shape each effect the heat transfer distribution in the chan-
nel.
Figure 2.6: A typical test model for dimple cooling studies with a conceptual view of
dimple induced secondary flow [6]
2.1.5 Double Wall Cooling
Double wall cooling uses a thin gap between two walls to enhance heat
transfer from the surface of turbine blades. This technology also increases
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the area exposed for heat transfer enhancement between cooling fluid and
metal.
The presence of a thin gap allows to apply multiple cooling techniques within
the gap, such as network of orifices connected by small passages to create
impingement areas (discussed in the next section) and outward film cooling.
Figure 2.7 shows an example of a patented cooled blade with double wall
channels.
Figure 2.7: A sectional view of a turbine blade with double wall cooling [7]
2.1.6 Impingement Cooling
All the described internal cooling techniques are characterized by a lim-
ited heat transfer augmentation; moreover, for a long channel as in multi-pass
systems, the coolant flow temperature increases along the channel leading to
a reduction of the heat removed from the walls. Another internal cooling
technique that guarantees considerable heat transfer enhancement is repre-
sented by the impingement cooling.
Jet impingement cooling is the application of a high velocity coolant mass
flow ejected from a hole or slot and directed to the heat transfer target sur-
face.
Since the cooling performance of impingement jets is very high, this method
provides an efficient means of component heat load management where suf-
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ficient pressure head and geometrical characteristics are available for imple-
mentation. Regular arrays of impingement jets are commonly used on the
leading edge and midspan regions of gas turbine blades and vanes to provide
relatively uniform and controlled cooling of fairly open internal surface re-
gions. Jets are generally arranged in arrays, including in-line, staggered or
arbitrary patterns.
Figure 2.8: Schematic diagram of flow regions in an impingement jet [8]
Figure 2.8 shows a typical surface impingement caused by a jet. The flow
field of an impinging jet from single round nozzles can be divided into three
characteristic regions: the free jet region, stagnation flow and the wall jet
regions.
In the free jet region, the jet first begins to broaden due to intensive shear
interaction with the surroundings, which produces entrainment of mass, mo-
mentum, and energy. This region is called flow development region. Simulta-
neously, as the shear layers around the jet grow, the potential core, i. e. the
region where the velocity is still equal to the bulk velocity, starts diminishing
in width. The core is typically visible up to 6 - 7 jet diameters from the
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nozzle. Once the free jet is fully developed (absence of core region), its axial
velocity can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution.
Flow conditions of impinging flows are typically characterized by the jet
Reynolds number, which is generally based on the nozzle or orifice diameter.
Depending on the jet reynolds number, four different jet characteristics can
be found:
• dissipated laminar jet: Rej < 3 × 102,
• fully laminar jet: 3 × 102 < Rej < 1 × 103,
• transitional or semi-turbulent jet: 1 × 103 < Rej < 3 × 103,
• fully turbulent jet: Rej > 3 × 103,
Generally, in internal gas turbine cooling applications, only fully turbulent
jets are considered.
Near the stagnation point there is the stagnation region that is strongly
affected by the presence of the wall. As the jet approaches the wall, the
axial velocity component is decreased and transformed into an accelerated
horizontal component. The boundary layer around the stagnation point is
laminar because of the favourable pressure gradient; the increase of the ve-
locity along the wall keeps the boundary layer thin, and consequently, the
heat transfer rates are high.
The wall jet region is characterized by flow directed radially outwards.
The initially laminar boundary layer undergoes a turbulent transition that
is induced by the impingement of large eddies created in the jet shear layer.
This turbulent transition is believed to increase locally, and the heat transfer
rate diminishes progressively.
The heat transfer between an impinging jet and a solid surface is affected
by many different factors, such as jet exit velocity, velocity profile, nozzle
or orifice geometry, inlet turbulence, entrainment conditions, separation dis-
tance between jet and target plate, or thermal wall boundary conditions [19].
For a single impinging jet, the point of maximum heat transfer is typically
the stagnation point, from which heat transfer rates decrease monotonously
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in radial directions. In the absence of a superimposed cross-flow, the stagna-
tion point coincides with the geometrical center of the jets. The heat transfer
coefficient in the stagnation point increases with the jet Reynolds number.
On the contrary, for low jet-to-target surface distances (Z/d < 1) or high
jet Reynolds numbers, an offset between the maximum heat transfer and the
center of the jet can appear.
All the reported information on the impingement jet characteristics and
heat transfer result from intensive experimental and numerical studies per-
formed since the 1960s. In particular, the first important studies were per-
formed by Metzger et al. [20, 21], Kercher and Tabakoff [22], Martin [23],
Florschuetz et al. [24, 25], Goldstein et al. [26]. They focused the atten-
tion on single and multiple jets arrangements with a flat target surface for
different nozzle-to-plate distances, Reynolds numbers and temperature dif-
ferences. For more details regarding impingement studies over a flat plate
refer to Han et al. [2].
2.2 Leading Edge Impingement Cooling
The leading edge region is characterized by a complex target geometry,
rather different from the classical studies considered in the open literature.
Moreover, the heat transfer coefficient feature is dependent upon the inter-
acting effects of jet impingement, film coolant extraction and convection over
the portions of the surface not directly impacted by the jets.
The parameters that may affect the flow and heat transfer include impinging
jet Reynolds number, jet size and distribution, leading edge sharpness, travel
distance from the jet nozzles to the leading edge surface, film cooling hole
distribution (number, location, angle), and distribution of the total cooling
flow among the available flow paths. The possible effects of these and other
parameters are compounded by their interaction. The presence of cooling ex-
traction holes will inevitably modify the flow field in the leading edge cavity
by providing new flow paths for the cooling fluid. Such flowfield modification
may affect heat transfer performances either positively or negatively.
In the open literature, the first studies were performed considering the jet
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impingement cooling over concave surfaces, that are comparable to a leading
edge cooling scheme. In 1969, Chupp et al. [27] performed an experimental
study on a single row of impingement jets on a scaled model of a leading
edge. The authors correlated the heat transfer results to encompass the
effects of jet-to-target surface spacing (Z/d), jet-to-jet spacing (S/d), and
target surface curvature (D/d) valid between jet Reynolds numbers of 3000
and 15000, thus providing a correlation for the averaged Nusselt number at
the stagnation point. In the following years, Metzger et al. [28, 29] and
Hrycak [30] focused on the relationship between the heat transfer coefficient
and the shape of the target surface.
Very interesting contributions were provided by Metzger and Bunker [31].
They performed detailed heat transfer measurement using temperature sen-
sitive coatings, varying impingement jet holes spacing, jet-to-target spacing,
leading edge radius of curvature and jet Reynolds number. Using the same
test rig (Fig. 2.9), Metzger and Bunker [9] studied the effects of film cooling
mass flow extraction on the LE internal cooling. The authors found an in-
crease of the HTC with aligned jet holes and extraction holes arrangement,
Figure 2.9: Test section of Bunker’s studies [9]
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while staggered configurations led to a decrease of the HTC. The authors
also pointed out that the mass flow rate split amongst the extraction holes
does not affect the HTC distribution.
In the late 90s, Lee at al. [32] performed experimental heat transfer measure-
ments for a single impinging jet using a steady state liquid crystal technique.
The dependence of impingement heat transfer on jet Reynolds number was
explored for Reynolds numbers between 11000 and 50000. The authors found
that for Rej = 11000 and 23000, the maximum stagnation Nusselt number
was apparent at Z/d = 6 with a slight reduction in the stagnation Nusselt
number for smaller Z/d values. Furthermore, a heat transfer peak offset
from the stagnation point was observed at Z/d = 2 and Z/d = 4. A sharp
transition from a laminar to turbulent boundary layer on the target surface
resulted in a sudden, localized increase in heat transfer. Fenot et al. [33] ex-
plored jet impingement on a cylindrical target surface with the jet Reynolds
numbers varying from 10000 to 23000. Nusselt number peaks offset from the
stagnation point were observed at Z/d = 2 and Z/d = 5. A decrease in the
spacing between jets caused an increase in overall heat transfer.
Since 2001, Taslim et al. [10, 34] have performed a series of experimental
Figure 2.10: Test section of Taslim’s studies [10]
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and numerical analyses of a complex leading edge cooling system configu-
ration (Fig. 2.10). The geometry is characterized both by jet impingement
on a curved surface, and film cooling hole extraction. The most interesting
findings are that shower-head film hole extraction and target surface rough-
ness represent the leading parameters for the HTC enhancement with respect
to inflow/outflow arrangement and jet-to-target spacing. In a more recent
contribution, Taslim and Bethka [35] reported an experimental and numeri-
cal analysis of the effect of internal and external crossflow conditions on the
heat flux inside a leading edge cavity. Internal crossflow means radial flow
directly in the leading edge cavity, while external crossflow means radial flow
in the supply channel. They found higher heat transfer coefficient values
on the leading edge side walls than on the nose. They also revealed that
the external crossflow leads to a reduction of the impinging jet effectiveness.
In one of their latest works, Elebiary and Taslim [36] performed a numer-
ical study, supported by experiments, on a LE geometry characterized by
Figure 2.11: Test section and some results of Wright’s studies [11, 12, 13]
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racetrack (lengthened) shaped crossover holes. They found that the Nus-
selt number along the leading edge channel is strongly affected by the flow
arrangement.
In recent years, Wright et al. [11, 12, 13] have been carrying out intensive
studies on the dependence of the Nusselt number varying impingement jet
geometries, jet-to-jet spacing, jet-to-target surface distance and jet temper-
ature.
They have found higher Nusselt numbers with racetrack impingement holes
and negligible effects due to jet temperature variations. Moreover, by de-
creasing the width of the jet-to-jet distance and reducing the distance be-
tween the jets and target surface, they have found an increase of heat transfer.
For small Z/dj and Sy values, local Nusselt number peaks were offset from
the center of the jet core (Fig. 2.11).
The present work has provided an interesting contribution to the inter-
national scientific community together with three other papers published by
Maiuolo et al. [37, 38, 39].
Chapter 3
Heat Transfer Coefficient
Measurement
The final aim of this work is to measure the convective heat transfer
coefficient inside scaled up models replicating typical leading edge cooling
schemes. The present chapter will explain the main concepts regarding the
thermal phenomena, and measurements methods to obtain local and aver-
aged surface heat transfer coefficient distributions, in internal blade cooling
applications.
3.1 Convective Heat Transfer between Wall
and Fluid
The convective heat transfer process, which will be investigated, is defined
by the so-called ”Newton’s Law”, for which a linear relationship between the
area’s specific heat flux at the surface and a temperature difference between
the wall and the fluid is assumed. Although the actual relationship between
the heat flux and the temperature difference might be very complex, in gen-
eral in heat transfer phenomena1, the considered proportionality is defined
as the heat transfer coefficient (h or HTC ):
1for single phase forced convection
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h :=
q˙w
Tw − Tf
(3.1)
where qw is the area specific wall heat flux from the wall into the fluid for a
cooling situation, for which Tw > Tf . Newton also observed that for a given
flow and thermal situation the heat transfer coefficient can be considered
time-invariant.
Equation 3.1 was used by Fourier in his transient heat conduction analysis for
solid bodies. Describing the relationship between heat flux and wall normal
solid temperature gradient at the surface by ”Fourier’s Law”:
q˙w = −ks
(
∂Ts
∂n
)
w
(3.2)
where ks is the thermal conductivity and Tw the temperature of the solid.
The conduction boundary-value problem for the solid with constant thermal
properties is given by:
∂Ts
∂t
=
ks
ρscs
▽2 Ts = αs∆sTs = αs
(
∂2Ts
∂x2
+
∂2Ts
∂y2
+
∂2Ts
∂z2
)
(3.3)
Ts (x, y, z, t = 0) = T0, −ks
(
∂Ts
∂n
)
w
= h (Tw − Tf) (3.4)
With this, the conduction problem within the solid can be formally decoupled
from the fluid convention problem and the local solid-fluid temperature field
situation near the wall is incorporated in the heat transfer coefficient. The
value of the heat transfer coefficient needs then to consider the complexity
of the surrounding flow field, the effects of thermal boundary conditions and
has to be based on an appropriate fluid reference temperature.
In case of turbulence forced convection, the heat transfer is nearly indepen-
dent of the temperature boundary condition and is mainly determined by
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the flow field situation. Furthermore, if the temperature differences are not
too large and the thermal properties of the fluid can be considered constant,
the heat transfer coefficient is independent of the actual wall and fluid tem-
peratures [40]. This makes it a useful parameter to relate experimental data
from laboratory investigations to actual engine conditions.
The temperature of solid and fluid have to be equal at the wall and the local
heat flux from the solid must equal at any time the local heat flux into the
fluid:
(Ts)w = (Tf)w = Tw and − ks
(
∂Ts
∂n
)
w
= −kf
(
∂Tf
∂n
)
w
(3.5)
With equation 3.5, the heat transfer coefficient definition can be given as:
h =
−kf
(
∂Tf
∂n
)
w
Tw − Tf
(3.6)
where kf in the thermal conductivity of the fluid. With this consideration,
the heat transfer coefficient is shown to be independent of the solid material
parameters.
To transfer experimentally determined heat transfer coefficient with re-
spect to the similarity considerations, it need to be dimensionless represented
by the Nusselt number (Nu).
From eq. 3.6, using a geometrical scaling with a reference length l:
n˜ =
n
l
(3.7)
and using a dimensionless presentation for the fluid temperature field:
Θ =
Tf − Tw
Tref − Tw
(3.8)
the dimensionless temperature gradient normal to the wall is given by the
Nusselt number:
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Nu =
Θ
∂n˜
∣∣∣∣
w
=
hl
kf
(3.9)
For internal cooling ducts an appropriate reference length is the so-called
hydraulic diameter defined as follow:
l = Dh =
4A
P
(3.10)
where A is the through-flow area in each cross-section and P is the wet
perimeter at this location. Of course, for complex internal cooling systems,
the hydraulic diameterDh (x) can be different at each stream-wise coordinate
x. As long as full geometrical similarity is achieved between experiment and
application, this local value will scale with any other geometrical length scale
selected. Applying the hydraulic diameter also as reference length for the
other dimensionless numbers (see Annex A), the Nusselt number for a given
geometry and incompressible flows is a function of:
Nu = f (Re, Pr, Ro,Gr, Ec, boundary conditions) (3.11)
3.2 Measurement Techniques
Many measurement techniques have been developed to obtain local heat
(mass) transfer information for internal cooling applications.
The different heat transfer techniques can be classified with respect to the
experimental procedure, steady state or transient methods (Fig. 3.1).
All approaches require wall surface temperature measurements, generally
based on thermography techniques. A short but thorough review can be
found in von Wolfersdorf and Weigand [40]. They described main sensors
used for internal cooling investigations (Thermocouples, TLC Thermogra-
phy, Infrared Thermography, etc.), pointing out their main applications and
consequent advantages and disadvantages.
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Figure 3.1: Approaches for heat transfer measurements
3.2.1 Heat Transfer Steady State Techniques
Measurements based on steady state techniques are generally carried out
by imposing a specific heat flux from an electrical power supply. The net heat
flux is calculated by estimating the heat losses due to conduction, radiation
and outside wall convection. Thereby different thermal boundary conditions
can be achieved, for example isothermal walls when using high conducting
heated segments or nearly constant heat flux conditions when using a thin
heating foil on a low conducting substrate.
Heated High Conducting Elements Technique
Applying discrete heated high conducting elements, generally segments,
the heater power for each element can be adjusted to achieve a constant
wall temperature over the element surface area for all elements within the
investigated configuration. With this the local convective heat flux:
q˙conv = h (x) (Tw (x)− Tref (x)) (3.12)
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is averaged over a segment using, in this case, a 2D-description with the
element length equal to L:
q˙conv =
1
L
∫ L
0
qconv (x) dx =
1
L
∫ L
0
h (x) (Tw (x)− Tref (x)) dx (3.13)
Since for high conducting elements (e.g. copper) the measured segment
temperature will be equal to the average wall temperature and with the
segments being relatively small so that the fluid reference temperature can be
approximated as constant (averaged) over the segment, we have (see scheme
in Fig. 3.2):
q˙conv =
1
L
∫ L
0
h (x) dx
(
Tw − T ref
)
= h
(
Tw − T ref
)
(3.14)
Figure 3.2: Diagram of heated element technique
Due to the isothermal wall condition for the segment the true surface
averaged heat transfer coefficient can be obtained by measuring the average
convective heat flux and the averaged surface and fluid temperatures. Fur-
thermore, because the values of the supplied heat for each segment are known,
the variations for the fluid reference temperature in stream-wise direction can
be obtained relatively easily from a one-dimensional energy balance by using
eq. 3.15:
m˙fcp
dTb
dx
=
∫
P (x)
q˙w (s) ds with Tb (0) = Tinlet (3.15)
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or in a segment-wise discrete form (eq. 3.16), considering elements with the
same dimensions:
m˙fcp (Tb (X + L) Tb (X)) = A
N∑
j=1
qconv,j (3.16)
where N is the number of elements, and Tb the bulk temperature for a given
position X defined as:
Tb (X) =
∫
A
ρfcpv (X, y, z) Tf (X, y, z) dydz
m˙fcp
(3.17)
This technique has been used for blade cooling applications, including
also rotational effects, and it allows for temperature differences as in real
blade cooling situation to reproduce the buoyancy effects for rotation. An
example for a typical test model used by Wagner et al. [14, 15, 16] is given
in Fig. 3.3.
The major disadvantages of this method are the restrictions to area aver-
aged information and the relatively high instrumentation effort needed. To
obtain locally resolved heat transfer distributions and to relate them to the
associated flow physics in steady state experiments, thin heater foils have to
be used which cover a low conducting substrate.
Figure 3.3: Cooling passages model using heated copper elements for heat transfer in-
vestigations [14, 15, 16]
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Heated Thin Foil Technique
In this method a uniform heat flux is generated by means of a thin heating
foil applied over a low conductive substrate, as reported in the scheme of Fig.
3.4.
Figure 3.4: Diagram of the heating foil technique
If the heating layer has a constant cross section and the electrical resistance
has no significant temperature dependency, the heater guarantees an isoflux
boundary condition.
The local heat transfer distribution is evaluated knowing the local con-
vective heat flux, so taking into account the heat losses with the energy
balance, and measuring the local surface temperature. This can be done us-
ing local thermocouples or optical methods such as Infrared-thermography or
Thermo-chromic Liquid Crystals (TLC). Depending on the optical properties
of the low conducting substrate, the surface temperature might be measured
through the substrate or above.
Many studies have been done at the University of Florence using this tech-
nique (see for example Maiuolo et al. [41, 42, 17]) including also the effects
of the rotation (please refer to Bonanni [43]).
An example is given in Fig. 3.5 for an investigation of heat transfer of an Ac-
tive Clearance Control (ACC) based on the impingement cooling using TLC,
which were applied below the investigated surface and monitored through
the substrate.
For the reported case, the surface heat flux is generated by the Joule
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Figure 3.5: Thin foil technique with TLC for heat transfer measurements of an ACC
system [17]
effect using a 25.4 µm thick Inconel Alloy sheet, fed by a DC power supply
connected to the Inconel sheet through two copper bus bars fixed on the
extremities of the tested surface.
Heat losses are generally less than 5% of the electrical heat flux imposed
at the wall. Lateral conduction heat flows occur mainly within the heating
layer (due to higher thermal conductivity even at low thickness) and in the
Plexiglas wall (even if it is characterized of low thermal conductivity and
larger wall thickness) and depend on the actual heat transfer situation.
The limits of this method are the difficulties to affix the heating element
on complex geometries (e.g. multiple curvatures, diverging/converging), so
that this technique is usually applied to flat plate or single curvature walls.
For more complex configurations specific heating devices might be applicable,
but the local electrical field needs to be analyzed, for example, by a FEM
approach, reported in Maiuolo et al. [41, 42] and Caciolli et al. [44].
3.2.2 Heat Transfer Transient Techniques
To overcome the disadvantages of steady state techniques with respect
to the local resolution and applicability on complex surfaces, transient tech-
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niques have been considered especially with temperature sensitive coatings
(e.g. Ireland et al. [45, 46]).
The transient heat transfer process usually starts with the test model kept
at a uniform initial temperature and the flow is set to a different temperature
at the beginning of the experiment. This can be done, for example, using
valves that open a closed loop bypass channel where the air is pre-heated
prior to the experiment. This method, however, changes the flow situation
slightly at the beginning of the tests. A very good method to change only
the temperature of an already established flow situation was introduced by
Ireland et al. [47, 48] using electrical heated fine wire mesh. The time
constant for heating the flow using a single fine mesh is relatively low (<
0.1 s) allowing for a very well defined flow temperature step. Using several
connected meshes allows also to heat relatively large mass flows in a short
time. The next chapter explains the fine mesh heater used for the present
study (Fig. 4.2) and illustrates an example of flow temperature increase after
the powered heater (Fig. 4.3).
Thin Wall Lumped Capacitance Method
The lumped capacitance method is based on the assumption that if a
solid body is immersed in a fluid with a temperature difference between the
solid and the flow, the temperature of the solid is assumed to be spatially
uniform at any instant during the transient process. This assumption implies
that temperature gradients within the solid are negligible, which indicates
an infinite thermal conductivity (ks →∞). Even though such a condition is
clearly impossible, it can be closely approximated if the resistance to conduc-
tion within the solid is much less compared to the resistance to heat transfer
between the solid and the surrounding flow (Bi < 0.1 [49]). On this assump-
tion, the overall energy balance relates the rate of heat loss at the surface to
the rate of change of the internal energy:
−E˙out = E˙st (3.18)
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or
−hAs (Ts − Tref) = ρscpVs
dTs
dt
(3.19)
If the solid body is initially at a uniform temperature:
Ts (t = 0) = Ti (3.20)
this ordinary differential equation can be solved:
Ts − Ti
Tref − Ti
= 1− exp
(
− hAs
ρscpV
t
)
(3.21)
This solution assumes a constant heat transfer coefficient meaning that h has
to be independent of time as well as independent of the actual temperature
difference Ts − Tref at any time.
If in any experiment the highly conductive solid experiences a tempera-
ture step in its surroundings (from T0 to Tref) under the given assumptions,
we can determine the heat transfer coefficient from the measurement of the
solid temperature Ts (t), if all other parameters are known. This is, therefore,
representative for the average convective heat transfer on the surface of the
body to the surrounding flow.
The lumped capacitance method is typically used to measure the averaged
heat transfer coefficient on protrusion elements such as ribs, pedestals and
pin fins inside cooling channels. In this case, elements are made of a high
conductive material and are mounted on a well-insulated substrate. The
transient heat transfer process is here described in Fig. 3.6 above. Solid
body temperature is generally measured with thermocouples located inside
the solid, or with optical methods such as TLC or IR-Thermography.
This method is generally combined with other different measurement ap-
proaches to determine the local heat transfer distribution in complex config-
urations. For example, in a latticework (vortex) cooling channel featuring
angled high blockage rib arrangements, Bunker [50] applied the steady state
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Figure 3.6: Diagram for lumped capacitance method to determine the averaged heat
transfer coefficient on a rib
technique with the thin heating foil to measure the heat transfer between ribs
and a transient IR-Thermography for a metallic model. The combination of
the test results allowed to separate the heat transfer contributions from the
floor and the rib surfaces including the fin efficiency of the metallic ribs.
An other example can be found in Tarchi et al. [51, 52]. They performed
heat transfer measurements in several trailing edge cooling configurations
based on the combination of pedestals, pin fins and ribs. The average heat
transfer coefficient over each pedestal and pin fins was evaluated using a full
transient FEM analysis.
Semi-infinite Wall Method
If the test model is made from a low conductive material to keep lateral
conduction effects small during a transient experiment and the wall thickness
is large enough, so that the thermal variation at the surface of interest does
not influence the remote surface of the model, then the model under inves-
tigation can be assumed to be a one-dimensional ”semi-infinite” wall and
can be analyzed as such. If the assumptions of constant thermal properties
and a uniform initial wall temperature of Ti and a step variation in the fluid
properties at time t = 0 to Tref are valid, then the differential equation for
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this problem is given as:
∂Ts
∂t
=
ks
ρscp
∂2Ts
∂y2
= αs
∂2Ts
∂y2
0 ≤ y <∞ (3.22)
with the initial boundary conditions:
Ts = Ti at t = 0
−ks
(
∂Ts
∂y
)
w
= h (Tw − Tref) at y = 0
Ts = T0 for y →∞
(3.23)
Considering that the heat transfer coefficient is constant in time, this problem
can be solved with the following equation:
Ts (y, t)− Ti
Tref − Ti
= erfc
(
y
2
√
αst
)
−exp
(
αsy
ks
+
h2αst
k2s
)
erfc
(
y
2
√
αst
+
h
√
αst
ks
)
(3.24)
Considering the wall temperature, i. e. y = 0, the eq. 3.24 becomes:
Tw (t)− Ti
Tref − Ti
= 1−exp
(
h2t
ρscpks
)
erfc
(
h
√
t√
ρscpks
)
= 1−exp (Bi2τ) erfc (Bi√τ)
(3.25)
where τ is the dimensionless time, or Fourier number, since it is defined as
follow:
τ =
αst
s2
(3.26)
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and the erfc function is the ”complementary error function” defined by:
erfc (x) =
2√
pi
∫
∞
x
e−r
3
dr
= 1− 2√
pi
(
x− x
3
3 · 1! +
x5
5 · 2! −
x7
7 · 3! + ...
)
≈ e
−x2
√
pix
(
1− 1
2x2
+
1 · 3
(2x2)2
− 1 · 3 · 5
(2x2)3
+ ...
) (3.27)
Measuring the wall temperature variation, the initial conditions (Ti) and
the fluid temperature Tref during the test, it is possible to evaluate the
heat transfer coefficient h. This approach is well applicable using TLC as a
surface temperature measurement technique. The multiple wall temperature-
time relationship (e.g. via IR-Thermography, TSP or TLC-mixtures) may,
of course, improve the experimental accuracy since redundant information
can be used.
A major advantage of this method is the relatively easy application on all
channel walls of a cooling configuration; however, several assumptions have
been made which need to be analyzed and verified otherwise additional effects
need to be included in the data reduction process. These include the flow
temperature change that might not be a perfect step. If Tref(t) is measured,
the actual temperature history might be approximated by a series of small
steps and the superposition approach (Duhamel principle) used leading to:
Tw (t)−Ti =
n∑
j=1
1− exp(h2 (t− t̂j)
ρscpks
)
erfc
h
√
t− t̂j√
ρscpks
∆Tref(j,j−1)
(3.28)
where N is the number of steps, t̂j the discrete times and ∆Tref(j,j−1) the
temperature step between the time point (j − 1) and j.
Other assumptions to consider are the effects of finite wall thickness, sur-
face curvature and lateral conduction that might violate the one-dimensional
hypothesis.
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The effect of wall thickness was analyzed by Schultz and Jones [53] with
respect to the application of heat transfer gauges. Using the solution for a
semi-infinite wall applying a step change in surface flux and temperature at
depth s to their values at the surface are both less than 1% if the dimension-
less measurement time below is:
τ =
αst
s2
<
1
6
(3.29)
This means that for a Plexiglas wall (αs ≈ 1.08 · 10−7 m2/s) and a wall
thickness of about 10 mm, the measurement should not exceed 60 seconds
for eq. 3.25 to be applicable. This might not always be possible for complex
geometries with long cooling channels e.g. due to thinner geometrical features
(webs, divider walls, etc.), to the fluid temperature change in stream-wise
direction and the therewith reduced local temperature differences between
fluid and wall, so that this effect on the determined heat transfer coefficient
needs to be analyzed.
Moreover, the effect of surface curvature on the evaluated heat transfer
coefficient using eq. 3.25 needs to be addressed. Surface curvature effects
might be important in leading edge or serpentine bend regions or if cylindrical
/spherical turbulator arrangements (e.g. pins, hemispheres, dimples) are
applied.
Buttsworth and Jones [54] derived an approximative solution for curved walls
in similarity to eq. 3.25 valid for τR = (tαs)/R
2 << 1, where R is the radius
of curvature, which is:
Θw =
1
1± σks
2hR
[
1− exp
((
h± σks
2R
)2
t
ρskscp
)
erfc
((
h± σks
2R
)√
t√
ρskscp
)]
(3.30)
where σ = 1 is for a cylindrical surface, σ = 2 for a spherical surface, the
+ sign is used for concave, the − sign is applied for convex surfaces. The
solution for a spherical surface is identical to the exact solution (see [49]).
Wagner et al. [55] compared this solution to the exact solution for cylindrical
surfaces. Considering a cylindrical wall of finite wall thickness (s = R2−R1)
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Figure 3.7: Transient conduction problem for curved walls of finite wall thickness
with heat transfer on both sides, the one-dimensional transient conduction
problem to be analyzed is given in Fig. 3.7.
The solution of this problem can be found e.g. in Wagner et al. [55] and can
be used to determine the history of surface temperatures. For R1, R2 → ∞
with the wall thickness s = R2 − R1, this solution becomes the same one as
that of the plane wall of finite thickness. The effect of finite wall thickness
and/or the surface curvature on the evaluated heat transfer coefficient can
be then analyzed with the following procedure: for the given parameters the
transient wall temperature response is calculated using the exact solution.
The obtained wall temperature for a given time is then used to evaluate a
heat transfer coefficient using either eq. 3.25 to address the finite wall thick-
ness effect or eq. 3.30 to address the surface curvature effect. The obtained
value is then compared to the original parameter used in the exact solution.
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the results of this procedure. Figure 3.8 shows
the ratio of the evaluated heat transfer coefficient hfp,si using the flat-plate,
semi-infinite wall solution (i.e. eq. 3.25) in relation to the exact parameter
h2 for specific dimensionless evaluation times τ , and the adiabatic wall at
r = R1, meaning that Bi1 = 0, and for variations in h2 in the dimensionless
form Bi2, s = (h2/s)/ks.
This figure shows that the evaluated heat transfer coefficient will always be
larger than the real one due to the adiabatic back side in case of a finite wall
for a wide range of Biot numbers which are typical for laboratory experi-
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Figure 3.8: Effect of wall thickness
ments. It follows that as long as:
τ =
αst
s2
(3.31)
the error using eq. 3.25 compared to the exact case is less than 3%. Therefore,
this more relaxed criterion compared to eq. 3.29 can be applied for most
investigations.
Using the same procedure and the simplified solution for the curvature
effects (eq. 3.30) in relation to the exact solution, the following results are
obtained for a cylindrical surface (Fig. 3.9): the approximative solution pro-
vided by Buttsworth and Jones [54] covers well the curvature effects compared
to the exact solution within the usual range of the heat transfer coefficient
for dimensionless times based on the radius of the surface curvature τ < 0.1.
This kind of analysis can be extended to combine the effects of curvature and
wall thickness, including also the convection heat transfer on the back side
of a finite wall as given by Wagner et al. [55].
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Figure 3.9: Effect of surface curvature
Finite-Difference Methods
Analytical solutions to transient problems are restricted to simple ge-
ometries and boundary conditions. However, in many cases the geometry
and/or boundary conditions preclude the use of analytical techniques, and
recourse must be made to numerical methods, i.e. finite-difference methods.
In this research paper only the explicit form of the finite-difference solutions
of the transient conduction will be treated. For more details please refer to
Incropera [49].
Considering a generic one-dimensional system, under transient conditions
with constant properties and no internal heat generation, the appropriate
form of the heat equation, already introduced in section 3.2.2, is:
∂T
∂t
= α
∂2T
∂y2
(3.32)
To obtain the finite-difference form of this equation, the domain repre-
sented by the solid thickness is subdivided into a number of small regions
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and a reference point is assigned to each region and located at its center.
This reference point is generally termed node, and the aggregate of points is
termed grid or mesh. In the present case, the subscript j may be used to
designate the y location of discrete nodal points. Considering the right term
of the one-dimensional transient heat equation, ∂2T/∂y2, the value of this
derivative at the j nodal point may be approximated as:
∂2T
∂2y
∣∣∣∣
j
≈ Tj+1 + Tj−1 − 2Tj
(∆y)2
(3.33)
In addition to being discretized in space, the problem must be discretized
also in time. The integer i is introduced for this purpose, where:
t = i∆T (3.34)
and the finite-difference approximation to the time derivative in equation
3.32 is expressed as:
∂T
∂t
∣∣∣∣
j
≈ T
i+1
j − T ij
∆t
(3.35)
The superscript i is used to denote the time dependence of T, and the
time derivative is expressed in terms of the difference in temperature associ-
ated with the new (i + 1) and previous (i) times. Hence, calculation must
be performed at successive times separated by the interval ∆t, and just as
a finite-difference solution restricts temperature determination to discrete
points in space, it also restricts it to discrete points in time (Fig. 3.10).
If equation 3.35 is substituted by equation 3.32, the nature of the finite-
difference solution will depend on the specific time at which temperatures
are evaluated in the finite-difference approximations to the spatial deriva-
tives. In the explicit method of solution, these temperatures are evaluated
at the previous (i) time. Hence, equation 3.35 is considered to be a forward-
difference approximation to the time derivative.
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Figure 3.10: Finite-difference formulation of transient conduction problems
Substituting all the approximated terms in equation 3.32, the explicit
form of the finite-difference equation for an interior node j, is:
1
α
T i+1j − T ij
∆t
=
T ij+1 + T
i
j−1 − 2T ij
(∆y)2
(3.36)
It follows that the nodal temperature at the new (i+ 1) time is:
T i+1j = Fo
(
T ij+1 + T
i
j−1
)
+ (1− 2Fo)T ij (3.37)
where Fo is the finite-difference form of the Fourier number:
Fo =
α∆T
(∆y)2
(3.38)
Equation 3.37 is explicit because unknown nodal temperatures for the new
time are determined exclusively by known nodal temperatures at the previous
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time. Hence, calculation of the unknown temperatures is straightforward.
Since the temperature of each interior node is known at t = 0 (i = 0) from
prescribed initial conditions, the calculations begin at t = ∆t (i = 1).
The accuracy of the finite-difference solution may be improved by de-
creasing the values of ∆y and ∆t. It is obvious that the number of internal
nodal points that must be considered increases when ∆y decreases, and the
number of time intervals required to carry the solution to a prescribed final
time increases when ∆t decreases. The choice of ∆y is typically based on a
compromise between accuracy and computational requirements. Once this
selection has been made, however, the value of ∆t may not be chosen inde-
pendently, but it is determined by the stability requirements. The stability
is determined by requiring that the coefficient associated with the node of
interest at the previous time is greater than or equal to zero. This means
that for a one-dimensional interior node (1− 2Fo ≥ 0), or:
Fo ≤ 1
2
(3.39)
Let us now consider the surface node of the one-dimensional system shown
in Fig. 3.11. In order to determine the thermal conditions near the surface
more accurately, this node has been assigned a thickness that is one-half that
of the interior nodes.
Considering heat convection transfer from an adjoining fluid and absence of
heat generation, it follows from the energy balance that:
hA
(
T∞ − T i0
)
+
kA
∆y
(
T i1 − T i0
)
= ρcpA
∆y
2
T i+10 − T i0
∆t
(3.40)
or, solving for the surface temperature at t +∆t:
T i+10 =
2h
ρcp
∆t
∆y
(
T∞ − T i0
)
+
2α∆t
∆y2
(
T i1 − T i0
)
+ T i0 (3.41)
Recognizing that (2h ∆t/ρcp ∆y) = 2(h ∆y/k)(α ∆t/∆y
2) = 2 Bi Fo and
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Figure 3.11: Diagram of the explicit finite difference formulation of the convection con-
dition at the left boundary of the solid
grouping terms involving T i0, it follows that:
T i+10 = 2Fo
(
T i1 +BiT∞
)
+ (1− 2Fo− 2BiFo)T i0 (3.42)
The finite form of the Biot number is:
Bi =
h∆y
k
(3.43)
Recalling the procedure for determining the stability criterion, it is necessary
that the coefficient for T i0 is greater than or equal to zero, hence:
1− 2Fo− 2BiFo ≥ 0 (3.44)
or
Fo (1 +Bi) ≤ 1
2
(3.45)
Chapter 4
Experimental Apparatus and
Data Post-processing
The present chapter reports in detail the experimental apparatus start-
ing from the test rig layout, with the vacuum system and the extraction
line, the investigated geometries and the instrumentation devices used in the
present experimental work. The chapter will also illustrate the data reduc-
tion procedure, from the raw experimental data to the refined results, and
the uncertainties of measurements.
4.1 Test Rig Layout
The present experimental work has been performed at the ”Sergio Stecco”
Energy Engineering Department of the University of Florence. The test rig
consists in an open-loop suction type wind tunnel. The vacuum system is
composed of four rotary vane vacuum pumps: two with a capacity of 900
m3/h each (PVR) and two with 300 m3/h each (Becker). The mass flow rate
is controlled by the speed of the pumps. The test rig was designed in order
to satisfy different requirements of the tested models, that are the impinge-
ment jet Reynolds number similitude and different extraction arrangements.
Therefore, several leading edge models were designed with different scale fac-
tors (SF).
As reported in Figure 4.1, all the models share the extraction lines composed
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Figure 4.1: Test rig layout
of 2” and 6” ducts, that are connected to the vacuum pumps. A series of
ball valves, located along the extraction lines, allow to select which pump, or
pumps, to use in order to choose the best solution between the mass flow re-
quired and the related pressure losses. In vacuum systems, as in the present
case, the mass flow extracted by the pumps is dependent on the total pressure
at the inlet of the pumps, so an accurate estimation of the pressure losses
across the extraction line is necessary to evaluate the maximum mass flow
rate, hence the maximum jet Reynolds number, that can be generated.
As shown in Fig. 4.1, the test rig is composed of an inlet section where air at
atmospheric pressure and ambient temperature passes through a ten-stage
mesh heater in order to provide an instantaneous and uniform temperature
step change to the inlet mass flow. More details on the heater will be given
in section 4.1.1. After the heater, the flow enters the supply channel of the
tested model and impinges onto the internal surface of the leading edge cav-
ity through the impingement geometry. The flow in the leading edge cavity
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Figure 4.2: Picture of the mesh heater
is then extracted by means of four arrays of circular holes simulating the
shower head and film cooling extraction. With regard to the measurements
performed on AVIO models, the extraction at the tip of the feeding channel
is also present in order to reproduce the different crossflow conditions at the
hub, mid-span and tip of the real blade.
The extraction hole arrays are connected to four distinct plenum, one for
each array, by means of flexible hoses. The mass flow extracted from each
plenum can be regulated with several gate valves. More details on the plenum
features are given in section 4.1.2.
The total mass flow rate varied between 0.04 - 0.30 kg/s in order to cover all
the tests planned in the test matrix.
4.1.1 Mesh Heater
The heater used for the present experimental activity is a mesh heater
(Fig. 4.2). The mesh heater (patented by Gillespie et al. [56]) is composed of
ten independent stages. Each stage is made of a PTFE frame, a 304 stainless
steel woven wire mesh with a wire diameter of 0.030 mm and a distance
between the wires of 0.039 mm, and four copper bus bars that tighten the
mesh and allow the electrical connection with the power supply.
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Figure 4.3: Main flow temperature variation (m˙ = 0.170 kg/s)
The mesh heater is fed by two Zivan NG7 DC power supplies with a maximum
electrical power of 11 kW, which is then transferred as thermal power to
the fluid. This heating system guarantees a uniform spatial temperature
distribution and a step variation in time, as reported in Fig. 4.3.
For each test, the number of the powered grids was chosen in order to have a
mainflow temperature between 50 and 65◦C, depending on the jet Reynolds
number and, consequently, on the expected heat transfer coefficient. Once
the mass flow rate and the ambient temperature are known, and imposing the
final asymptotic mainflow temperature, it is possible to evaluate the thermal
power to transfer to the fluid, applying the energy balance:
Q˙ = R · I2 · ηg = m˙ · cp ·∆T (4.1)
where R is the electrical resistance of the mesh, I the current intensity,
and ηg the grid efficiency. This thermal power is transferred to the fluid by
convection.
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4.1.2 Extraction Plenum
In the real blade a different external pressure gradient is present, leading
to higher pressure levels on the pressure side and lower levels on the suc-
tion side. Considering a uniform pressure distribution inside the blade, the
mass flow discharged from the film cooling and shower-head holes will be
different along the blade profile. In order to reproduce a different mass flow
distribution due to the different external pressure gradient, four independent
plenums have been used. The mass flow extracted from each plenum can
be controlled by means of gate valves. In this configuration it is not pos-
sible to insert a flow meter, or similar mass flow measurement devices, due
to the very short length of the ducts. Therefore, to estimate the mass flow
extracted from each plenum, a preliminary fluid-dynamic characterization
was performed to evaluate the flow function, considering each plenum as a
concentrated pressure loss.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 report the mass flow extracted from each plenum as
a function of the pressure ratio (pcr/ppl), for both AVIO and ALSTOM test
rigs. In particular, for the AVIO tests, the evaluated flow functions allow to
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Figure 4.4: AVIO plenum characterization
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Figure 4.5: ALSTOM plenum characterization
set a different mass flow split, by imposing a different static pressure level in
each plenum.
With regard to the ALSTOM tests, the mass flow extracted from the four
arrays is the same, so the fluid-dynamic characterization was done only to
verify the absence of leakages, and also the symmetrical distribution of the
pressure losses along the flexible hoses.
4.2 Tested Geometries
All the tested models are entirely made of transparent PMMA (k = 0.19
W/mK), in order to obtain the required optical access for TLC measurements
and to limit thermal losses across the material.
Two different sections are dedicated to AVIO (§4.2.1) and ALSTOM (§4.2.2)
tested models.
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4.2.1 AVIO Geometries
A preliminary analysis made by AVIO during the first period of the
project, has allowed to select the geometries of interest for the experimental
survey.
The AVIO tested geometries are composed of two different external leading
edge models and three internal impingement geometries. The external ge-
ometries, named 2 and 3 and shown in Fig. 4.6, have the same geometrical
characteristics but differ in the extraction system: geometry 2 has the extrac-
tion only from the film cooling holes, and an additional array of extraction
holes is present to draw in all of the coolant flow, while geometry 3 has the
coolant extraction both from the film cooling and the shower-head holes.
A total of three different leading edge cooling systems have been tested
combining the above mentioned external models 2 and 3 with three internal
impingement geometries. Table 4.1 reports the main geometrical parameters
of the three systems, while Fig. 4.7 illustrates more in detail the three inter-
Figure 4.6: AVIO external leading edge models
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nal impingement geometries.
Geometry SF dj[mm] n Sy/dj Z/dj l/dj
B2 10:1 7 76 3.83 1.57 0.57
B3 10:1 6.35 60 6 1.73 0.63
C3 43:1 50.84 3 3.75 2.36 0.85
Table 4.1: AVIO tested geometries
Geometry B2 is characterized by a radial inlet flow which enters the trape-
zoidal feeding channel, then impinges on the internal surface of the leading
edge through the impingement geometry with 4 arrays of circular holes, and
it is extracted from the cavity by means of film cooling holes. Measurements
have been performed at 5 different jet Reynolds numbers: Rej = 5500 - 8250
- 11000 - 16500 - 22000.
Geometry B3 is characterized by a radial inlet flow entering directly in the
leading edge cavity. Part of the flow impinges on the internal surface of the
leading edge through the impingement geometry and the remaining amount
of mass flow is extracted at the tip of the model. Varying the ratio between
the impingement flow and the crossflow extracted at the tip of the model,
it is possible to experimentally reproduce the different feeding conditions of
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Figure 4.7: AVIO internal leading edge models
Figure 4.8: AVIO crossflow condition schematic diagram
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the hub, mid-span and tip of the real blade (see schematic diagram in Fig.
4.8). The impingement geometry has 4 arrays of circular holes, similarly to
geometry B2, but they are located asymmetrically along the circumferential
direction. Measurements have been performed at 5 different jet Reynolds
numbers: Rej = 4000 - 7250 - 8500 - 10500 - 17000, and three crossflow
conditions: % Cr = 10 - 40 - 70.
Geometry C3 has a radial inlet flow entering the trapezoidal feeding channel.
Similarly to geometry B3, part of the flow impinges on the internal surface
of the leading edge through the impingement geometry and the remaining
amount of mass flow is extracted at the tip of the model. The impingement
geometry is characterized by three large racetrack holes and four large fins
inside the leading edge cavity. Measurements have been performed at 5 dif-
ferent jet Reynolds numbers: Rej = 10000 - 20000 - 30000 - 40000 - 50000,
and three crossflow conditions: % Cr = 10 - 40 - 70.
4.2.2 ALSTOM Geometries
ALSTOM tested geometries are composed of two different external lead-
ing edge models and eight internal impingement geometries. The models are
enlarged with a scale factor SF of 10:1.
The external geometries, named LE 1 and LE 2 and illustrated in Fig. 4.9,
differ only in the leading edge opening angle (ϑ): 70◦ and 100◦.
The internal impingement geometries are rectangular plates that separate
Figure 4.9: ALSTOM leading edges
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Figure 4.10: ALSTOM internal impingement geometries
the leading cavity from the feeding channel.
These geometries differ in the number, the shape and the position, in radial
and tangential-direction, of the jets. Figure 4.10 shows some of the tested
internal geometries. A total of 12 configurations have been tested, varying
both the external and the internal geometries. Moreover, the effect of the
shower-head extraction was taken into account (configuration G5).
All of the planned tests are reported in Table 4.2, with the main geometrical
features of each geometry.
Each geometry has been tested at four different jet Reynolds number: Rej=
15000 - 25000 - 35000 - 45000, where the jet Reynolds number is calculated
considering the hydraulic diameter dj of the impingement jets as the reference
length.
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Geometry ϑ[deg] n dj[m] Sx/dj Sy/dj Z/dj l/dj D/dj
G1 70 5 0.04 - 2.1 3.4 0.83 0.88
G2 70 10 0.02 4 3 4 1.65 1.75
G3 70 10 0.0181 4.3 3.3 4.4 1.82 1.93
G4 100 5 0.04 - 2.1 3.5 0.83 0.88
G5 100 10 0.02 4 3 5.23 1.65 1.75
G6 100 10 0.02 3 3 5.95 1.65 1.75
G7 100 10 0.02 4.5 3 4.84 1.65 1.75
G8 100 10 0.02 5 3 4.53 1.65 1.75
G9 100 10 0.02 4 4 5.23 1.65 1.75
G10 100 10 0.02 4 5 5.23 1.65 1.75
G11 100 10 0.02 4 3 5.23 1.65 1.75
G12 100 10 0.0181 4.3 3.3 5.78 1.82 1.93
Table 4.2: ALSTOM tested geometries
4.3 Measuring Devices
Test rigs are equipped with thermofluid-dynamic and optical measure-
ment devices in order to describe the fluid properties and to evaluate the
heat transfer coefficient distribution. This section is dedicated to the de-
scription of such instrumentations.
4.3.1 Mass Flow Rate Measurements
Mass flow rate measurements are required to set the jet Reynolds number
and, in some cases, to impose the crossflow conditions. The mass flow rate
is measured according to the standard UNI EN ISO 5167-1, by means of two
orifices located at the end of the wind tunnel. Static pressure measurements
are located at D and D/2 from the orifice, where D in the present case
represents the hydraulic diameter of the duct (Fig. 4.11). A temperature
measurement is also required to calculate the density of the flow, and hence
the mass flow rate.
In order to maximize the measurement accuracy, different orifices sizes (12.5
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Figure 4.11: Orifice plate mass flow measurement
mm, 25 mm, 37.1 mm, 37.5 mm for the 2” duct and 76 mm for the 6” duct)
have been used depending on the mass flow rate to be measured, with a
measurement accuracy below 2%.
4.3.2 Static Pressure Measurements
As described in the previous sections, pressure measurements are required
to calculate the mass flow rate through the orifices (§4.3.1) and in each ex-
traction plenum (§4.1.2). Moreover, other static pressure taps have been
located inside the tested models to evaluate the fluid properties and pressure
losses along the test rig.
Static pressure measurements have been performed using two pressure scan-
ners Scanivalve DSA 3217 Digital Sensor Array (Fig. 4.12). Each scanner in-
corporates 16 temperature compensated piezoresistive pressure sensors with
a pneumatic calibration valve, a RAM memory, a 16 bit A/D converter, and
a microprocessor. The microprocessor compensates for temperature changes
and performs unit conversion. Pressure data are output in engineering units
via Ethernet using the TCP/IP protocol.
The DSA modules used for the present activity have multiple pressure ranges
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Figure 4.12: Scanivalve DSA pressure scanner
with a total of 8 channels of 1 psid (≃ 7000 Pa) and 0.20% F.S. of accuracy,
16 with 5 psid (≃ 35000 Pa) and 8 channels with 15 psid (≃ 100000 Pa)
and 0.05% F.S. of accuracy. These sensors measure a differential pressure,
so an absolute pressure is needed as a reference value. In the present case,
the reference pressure used was the ambient pressure given by a mercury
barometer.
4.3.3 Flow Temperature Measurement
Temperature measurements of the elements involved in the heat exchange
are fundamental in convective heat transfer problems. Measurements are
focused on the elements involved in the heat exchange, that in the present
case are the flow and the internal surfaces of the leading edge.
The wall temperature has been measured by means of thermo-chromic liquid
crystals, that will be described in section 4.4.
The flow temperature has been measured with several T-type thermocouples
(copper - constantan) connected to a data acquisition control unit (Agilent
34970A), and acquired with a PC via a GPIB interface.
Thermocouples were found in different locations:
◦ at the inlet of the test rig, to get the ambient initial conditions,
◦ inside the model, to measure the flow temperature at different locations
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during the test,
◦ inside the extraction plenum and in correspondence of the orifices, to
evaluate the flow density and hence the mass flow rate.
The position of the thermocouples located inside the model was varied
between each geometry, depending on the position of the jets and on the flow
arrangement, in order to obtain the temperature variation of the jets for the
HTC data reduction procedure.
Thermocouples used are sheathed, with different wire diameters: 0.5 mm,
for the impingement jets temperature to get the temperature step variation
of the flow inside the model, and 1 mm for the other probes.
These instruments have an accuracy range of 0.5 K certified by the manu-
facturer. The temperature of the reference junction has been measured by
means of a RTD Pt100 sensor with a global accuracy of 0.1 K.
4.4 Thermo-chromic Liquid Crystals
Wall temperature measurements of the internal leading edge surfaces have
been performed using Thermo-chromic Liquid Crystals.
TLCs are temperature indicators that modify incident white light and dis-
play color whose wavelength is proportional to the temperature. Usually
clear, or slightly milky in appearance, liquid crystals change in appearance
over a range of temperature called the ”color-play interval” [57] (the tem-
perature interval between first red and last blue reflection), starting from
the ”activation temperature” that represents the minimum temperature of
the color-play interval at which the displayed color is red. Outside this acti-
vation temperature range, they become transparent again. More details on
the working principle and properties of thermo-chromic liquid crystals can
be found in [57, 58, 59].
TLCs can be found in different formulations depending on the width of the
color-play interval; substantially, they are divided into narrow band (1 - 2◦C)
and wide band (5 - 30◦C).
In the present study, measurements have been performed using a narrow
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Figure 4.13: Calibration setup
band TLC supplied by Hallcrest Ltd and active from 40◦C to 41◦C. Crys-
tals are thinned with water and sprayed with an airbrush onto the tested
surfaces; successively, a water base black paint is sprayed to obtain a black
background.
The TLCs have been calibrated to replicate the same optic conditions of the
real test: the green color peak intensity is found at 40.5◦C and it is the most
repeatable and evident effect, so it was used as the event temperature in the
data reduction procedure.
The TLC calibration was performed following the steady state gradient
method (see Chan et al. [60]). Figure 4.13 shows the calibration set up. It
is made of a 4.5 mm thin aluminium rectangular plate, housing seven ther-
mocouples, sprayed with black background paint and then the TLCs. One
of the edges is heated by an electric heater, while the other is cooled by air.
The whole apparatus is housed in an insulated base. The digital camera and
illumination system are placed at the same distance and inclination of the
real test, so as to replicate the exact optic conditions. A linear tempera-
ture gradient will appear on the TLC surface: once steady conditions are
reached, a single picture is sufficient to relate the color information acquired
by the camera with the temperature measured by the thermocouples. The
experiments were repeated several times in order to increase global accuracy.
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4.5 Video Acquisition
Due to the large dimensions of the models, the complete view of the whole
measurement section was obtained using three digital cameras Sony XCD-
SX90CR equipped with Tamron M118FM08 lenses (Fig. 4.14). The cameras
simultaneously record a sequence of raw bitmap images (1280 × 480 pixel
- 7 fps) from the TLC painted surface on a PC via IEEE 1394b interface
(Firewire 800) and acquired with the Unibrain Fire-i software. One camera
records the leading edge curved region while the other two record the lateral
walls.
The illumination system is composed of four 8W white LED arrays (120
LED) of 750 - 800 lumen, to ensure a uniform illumination on the tested
surface. The synchronization between the optical and the thermo-fluid dy-
namic measurements is performed using a red light visible from all the three
cameras, that is controlled by a actuator/GP switch module inserted in the
data acquisition unit Agilent.
Figure 4.14: Camera used for video acquisition
4.6 Post-processing Procedure
The experimental methodology used in the present work is the transient
technique already described in chapter 3. For each experiment, this procedure
gives a set of thermal and fluid-dynamics data measured with thermocouples
and pressure taps, and a sequence of bitmap images, acquired from the three
digital cameras. The following description of the post-processing procedure
is the same for all the tested geometries.
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Figure 4.15: Event time matrices of geometry AVIO B2
The first step is the synchronization between the fluid-dynamic data and
the sequence of bitmaps. This task allows to correctly define the begin-
ning of the transient test: a shift of the zero point can lead to significant
measurement errors in the evaluation of the heat transfer coefficient. The
synchronization is done by means of a red light located close to the model
and visible from the three cameras, that is switched off at the beginning of
the test by means of the actuator/GP switch module inserted in the data
acquisition unit Agilent and controlled from the PC.
Each bitmap image acquired from the cameras is in RAW format that
contains minimally processed data from the image sensor of the digital cam-
eras. A demosaicing algorithm is used to reconstruct a full color image with
a color filter array (CFA). A Matlab macro is used to detect the green peak
intensity for each pixel throughout the acquired images. The result of this
procedure is an event time matrix that represents the time required for each
pixel to reach the green peak intensity, as illustrated in Fig. 4.15. Event
time matrix is one of the input parameters for the solution of the Fourier’s
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heat conduction equation, the other inputs are the variation of the air flow
temperature during the test, the initial conditions and the material proper-
ties.
As described in section 3.2.2 dedicated to the measurement techniques
with transient procedure, Fourier’s equation might be solved applying the
semi-infinite wall method. However, due to the complex geometry considered
in the present study, the assumption of one-dimensional heat conduction
through a flat wall would surely introduce errors in the evaluation of the
heat transfer coefficient. Therefore, the finite-difference method has been
applied dividing the tested geometry into two distinct parts: the central
concave region, that was solved considering a cylindrical domain, and the
lateral walls of the leading edge, that can be assimilated to flat walls.
The solution of the Fourier heat equation was performed with the in-
house code HTCvalue. On each point of the event time matrices, the program
calculates the heat transfer coefficient with an iterative procedure, applying
the following steps:
1. setting of a first-attempt heat transfer coefficient
2. solution of the Fourier heat equation with the imposed heat transfer
coefficient until the event time t∗
3. comparison between the wall temperature T(0, t∗) calculated with the
imposed HTC and the event temperature known from the TLC cali-
bration
4. if the difference between the two temperatures is less than a defined
quantity (typically 0.001 ◦C), the imposed heat transfer coefficient is
considered valid, otherwise the procedure restarts from point 1, chang-
ing the assumed HTC until the convergence of the procedure.
Considering that images acquired from the cameras have a resolution of 1280
x 480 pixel (about 500000 - 600000 points depending on the images crop),
the iterative procedure described above would take a lot of time to calcu-
late all the selected points. For this reason, a fast-procedure approach was
implemented in the program to strongly reduce the computational time.
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Figure 4.16: Fast-approach curve for finite-difference method
Figure 4.17: HTC result from HTCvalue of AVIO B2 geometry
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The fast-approach procedure is based on the application of the iterative
procedure only for a limited number of points (generally 500). These points
are then interpolated in order to obtain a relationship h = f(t) between the
heat transfer coefficient and the event time, as reported in Fig. 4.16. For all
the remaining elements of the event time matrices the program applies the
interpolated curve. The maximum error introduced with the present proce-
dure is around 0.1% of the extrapolated heat transfer coefficient, therefore
clearly negligible.
The HTCvalue output is represented by the heat transfer coefficient maps for
each camera, as reported in Fig. 4.17.
Contour plots need further post-processing for the refinement of the HTC
data. In particular, looking at Fig. 4.17, there are areas where the one-
dimensional heat conduction assumption is not valid (e.g. extraction holes),
Figure 4.18: HTC result from EPROM.m of ALSTOM G9 geometry
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or where the TLC paint does not reach the green peak intensity, due to
very low heat transfer coefficient values. These regions have to be covered
or treated in a different way, moreover, maps need to be resized in order to
obtain the same dimensions for the overlapping of the images. In particular,
images acquired from the camera focused on the curved surface were interpo-
lated with a x-curvilinear abscissa in order to obtain the ”unrolled” internal
HTC contour plot.
All of these modifications were done with a macro written in Matlab (EPROM.m).
Input data for the macro are represented by the real dimensions in mm of
the tested geometries, i.e. the impingement jet size, the distances between
the extraction holes, the curvature of the leading edge, and the image crop
that defines the overlapping lines between the three HTC matrices.
The final result of this procedure is visible in Fig. 4.18, where contour plots
are interpolated to have the same dimensions, overlapped and masked with
NaN elements. For the present case, the overlapping was done along the
shower-head arrays that represent a common reference visible from the cam-
eras.
The refined and overlapped results allow to correctly extract all the requested
information, such as jet stagnation region dimensions, averaged values in ra-
dial and tangential directions, and spatially averaged data of the single jet
stagnation regions or of a portion of the matrix, as will be shown in the
Results chapter.
This entire procedure is summarized in the block diagram reported in Fig.
4.19, starting from the raw data to the final refined HTC/Nusselt number
results.
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Figure 4.19: Measurement post-processing procedure
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4.7 Measurement Uncertainty
All the data derived from experiments or tests are measured with devices
and sensors that are characterized by an instrumentation accuracy. So it
is fundamental to know what the accuracy or the measurement uncertainty
related to a single or multiple data measured is.
For the present study, the techniques used to carry out the uncertainty anal-
ysis follows the method presented by Kline and McClintock [61].
On the whole, the uncertainty analysis may be divided into two parts:
• determining the uncertainty in primary or direct measurements,
• determining the uncertainty in a result derived from those measure-
ments.
A primary measurement is one that is not derived from any other, e.g. volt-
age from a voltmeter, temperature from a thermometer, etc. Each primary
measurement should be given the related uncertainty interval that is the
symmetrical band around a measurement within which the true value should
lie. For example, a certain temperature measurement might be expressed as:
T = 330K ± 0.5K
In case of a set of measurements, as in the present work for the determination
of the mass flow rate and the heat transfer coefficient that are derived from
direct measurements, the global uncertainty on the indirect result R is a given
function of the independent variables x1, x2, x3, ..., xn and their uncertainties:
R +∆R = f (x1 +∆x1, x2 +∆x2, ..., xn +∆xn) (4.2)
Let ∆R be the uncertainty in the result and ∆x1, ∆x2, ..., ∆xn be the
uncertainties in the independent variables, then the uncertainty in the result
is given by:
∆R =
√(
∂R
∂x1
∆x1
)2
+
(
∂R
∂x2
∆x2
)2
+ ...+
(
∂R
∂xn
∆xn
)2
(4.3)
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Applying the equation reported above, it is possible to estimate the global
uncertainties of the mass flow and heat transfer coefficient measurements.
As regards the mass flow rate, this was measured with an orifice, therefore,
the global uncertainty is mainly given by the combination of the uncertainty
in the primary measurement of the relative pressure and temperature. Global
measurement uncertainty was found to lie between εm = 2− 4%.
As regards the heat transfer coefficient, the global uncertainty ∆HTC
can be expressed as:
∆HTC = f (∆Tf ,∆TTLC ,∆T0,∆tevent,∆ρcpk) (4.4)
where ∆TTLC is the uncertainty of the TLC green peak temperature related
to their calibration, ∆tevent the uncertainty on the detection of the event time
of the TLC, and ∆ρcpk the uncertainty on the material properties. This lat-
ter parameter is estimated around 5% by Camci [58]. Applying equation 4.3
to the HTC contour plots, it is possible to obtain uncertainty maps expressed
Figure 4.20: Uncertainty maps for AVIO C3 measurements
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in terms of ∆HTC/HTC, as shown in Fig. 4.20 for AVIO C3 measurements.
The examples reported in Fig. 4.20 show well how the transient technique
is dependent on the selection of the flow temperature. In the map on the
left, a temperature difference between the initial conditions and the flow
temperature regime conditions of ∆T = 45◦C leads to measurement uncer-
tainty higher than 18% due to very low event times in points with higher
heat transfer coefficients, i.e. jet stagnation regions and SH extraction. Such
uncertainty can be reduced imposing a lower ∆T , as shown in the map on
the right. In this case, the uncertainty is quite constant along the tested
area with values comprised between 8% and 11%. If in the first case the
error in the TLC event time detection has a higher influence on the global
uncertainty, in the second case the uncertainty is mainly driven by an error
in the fluid temperature measurement.
Thus, the uncertainty of the heat transfer coefficient measurements needs to
be evaluated case by case depending on the weight of the primary parameters,
in particular fluid temperature variation and local event time.
Experimental Results

Chapter 5
Baseline Geometries
The final aim of the present work is to measure the convective heat trans-
fer on the internal surface of different leading edge cooling systems.
The present chapter will show all the experimental findings obtained based
on the AVIO and ALSTOM baseline geometries. These results have provided
the guidelines to select the optimized geometries, illustrated in Chapter 6.
Results are reported in terms of two-dimensional contours, stream and tan-
gential averaged values and spatially averaged Nusselt numbers.
5.1 Heat Transfer Results on AVIO Geome-
tries
As already described in section 4.2.1, three different AVIO leading edge
cooling systems have been studied named B2, B3 and C3.
5.1.1 B2 Results
Figure 5.1 shows the geometrical characteristics of geometry B2.
The model is fed radially from the heater, it enters the feeding channel, and
before the air jet flows out from the impingement sheet, a honeycomb is
present in the insert to uniform the air jet flow (Fig. 5.1(a)). After the
flow impinges on the internal surface of the leading edge cavity, the air is
extracted from four arrays of extraction holes, that reproduce the discharge
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Figure 5.1: Details of geometry AVIO B2
of coolant from the film cooling holes. The amount of mass flow extracted
has been set with the gate valves in order to draw out 10% from the film
cooling holes and the remaining 90% from the auxiliary extraction holes in
order to reduce the pressure losses across the extraction lines (Fig. 5.1(b)).
This geometry is characterized by an internal impingement insert with
four arrays of circular impingement jets with a total of 76 holes, as illustrated
in Fig. 5.1(c).
A total of five jet Reynolds numbers have been tested: Rej = 5500 - 8250 -
11000 - 16500 - 22000.
Figure 5.2 shows the Nu/Nu0 maps for the tested jet Reynolds numbers,
where Nu0 represents the spatially averaged Nusselt number calculated at
Rej = 5500.
The most interesting result, as expected, is the strong dependence of
the Nusselt number on the jet Reynolds number. An increase in the Rej
leads to an increase in the Nusselt number in terms of peak intensity and its
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Nu/Nu_0
Rej = 22000Rej = 16500Rej = 11000
Rej = 8250Rej = 5500
Figure 5.2: AVIO B2 Nu/Nu0 contours
distribution.
A detailed view of the Nusselt number contours shows the particular
shape of the jet stagnation region, visible at all the tested jet Reynolds
numbers (Fig. 5.3), in particular, in the central curved region. This finding
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Figure 5.3: AVIO B2 Nu/Nu0 contours: detailed results
can be due to several aspects that need to be considered.
As visible by Fig. 5.3, the Nusselt number maximum is completely offset
from the true stagnation point (center of the jet hole), meaning the high-
est heat transfer occurs outside the stagnation region, typical of the low
jet-to-target surface distance Z/dj = 1.57. Two near identical regions on
either side of the stagnation line represent the maximum Nusselt number.
Although a different flow arrangement and internal impingement geometry,
similar results have been found by Wright el. [13].
The curvature of the target surface promotes the flow acceleration and
increases the mixing, leading to more pronounced offset maximums. On the
other hand, the extraction only from the film cooling holes guarantees a
favourable pressure gradient also along the lateral walls of the leading edge.
Moreover, the inlet flow arrangement from the feeding channel also induces
a pre-rotation on the inlet flow leading to the formation of kidney shape flow
structures at the exit of the impingement jets. In any case, these aspects
should be analyzed more in depth by means of numerical analysis to better
understand the flow interactions inside the cavity.
Averaged Nusselt number values are shown in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5. As
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Figure 5.4: AVIO B2 Nu/Nu0 radial averaged values
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Figure 5.5: AVIO B2 Nu/Nu0 tangential averaged values
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Figure 5.7: AVIO B2 holes discharge coefficient
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already pointed out by the two-dimensional contours, the most interesting
result is the strong dependence of the Nusselt number on the jet Reynolds
numbers.
Tangential averaged values are evaluated considering the central region of
the model (i.e. 3 < y/Sy < 7) which does not take into account the spurious
effects due to the model edges. The plot shows symmetrical peaks at lower jet
Reynolds numbers, whereas when increasing the jet Reynolds number, higher
Nu values were found on the central curved region. Bearing in mind that the
whole mass flow is extracted from the film cooling holes, asymmetric results
at higher jet Reynolds numbers can be accounted for by the influence of the
extraction on the impingement jets. In fact, when looking at the detailed
view of the Nusselt contours in Fig. 5.3, the shape of the stagnation region
of the lateral jets changes from almost circular to a lengthened imprint.
Figure 5.6 shows the trend of the spatially averaged Nusselt numbers at all
the tested jet Reynolds numbers. Looking at the constant and the exponent
of the power law used to fit the experimental data, they are consistent with
the data found in the open literature on similar impingement cooling systems.
Finally, Fig. 5.7 reports the averaged discharge coefficient measured dur-
ing the tests by means of four pressure taps located at the hub and at the
tip of the model.
5.1.2 B3 Results
Figure 5.8 shows the detailed geometrical characteristics of geometry B3.
The flow enters directly into the leading edge cavity, part of the flow impinges
on the internal surface of the leading edge by means of the impingement ge-
ometry, and the remaining part is extracted at the tip of the test rig. Varying
the ratio between the impingement flow and the extracted flow at the tip,
it is possible to reproduce the different crossflow conditions of the hub, mid-
span and tip of the blade.
The impingement geometry is characterized by four arrays of circular im-
pingement jets, with a total of 60 holes, located in a non-asymmetric location
along the curvilinear abscissa.
A total of five jet Reynolds numbers and three different internal crossflow
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Figure 5.8: Details of geometry AVIO B3
conditions have been tested: Rej = 4000 - 7250 - 8500 - 10500 - 17000, % Cr
= 10 - 40 - 70. Results are expressed in terms of Nu/Nu0 2D contours, where
Nu0 is the spatially averaged Nusselt number calculated at Rej = 4000.
Figures 5.9 and 5.10 report all the 2D Nusselt number contours, in partic-
ular, when moving from left to right there is an increase in the jet Reynolds
number while when moving from the bottom to the top the crossflow condi-
tions change from 70%, that reproduces the crossflow condition in the hub
of the blade, to 10% representative of the tip.
Maps clearly show the increase in the Nusselt number with an increase
in the jet Reynolds number. Moreover, the effect of a different crossflow
condition inside the leading edge cavity seems not to have any influence on
the jet stagnation region shape and on the peak’s intensity. Moreover, the
presence of the shower-head extraction does not affect the Nusselt number
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Figure 5.9: AVIO B3 Nu/Nu0 contours, lower Rej
distribution. This result can be justified by the low jet-to-target surface
distance Z/dj that is less than 2.
Differently to the results found in geometry B2, in this case heat transfer
coefficient peaks are aligned with the center of the jets, resulting in a circular
shape of the stagnation region of the jets. This difference is due to the
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Figure 5.10: AVIO B3 Nu/Nu0 contours, higher Rej
different inlet flow arrangement between the two geometries.
Averaged Nusselt number values are reported in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12 for
40% of the crossflow condition. As already seen in the 2D contours, the main
result is the strong dependence of the Nusselt number on the jet Reynolds
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Figure 5.11: AVIO B3 Nu/Nu0 radial averaged values at % Cr = 40
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Figure 5.12: AVIO B3 Nu/Nu0 tangential averaged values at % Cr = 40
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(a) AVIO B3 Nu/Nu0 radial averaged val-
ues at Rej = 8500
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Figure 5.13: AVIO B3 Nu/Nu0 averaged values: effect of % Cr
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Figure 5.14: AVIO B3 Nu/Nu0 spatially averaged values
numbers. The plots show symmetrical peaks both in radial and tangential
directions. Figure 5.13 compares the radial and tangential averaged values for
the three different crossflow conditions. Graphs clearly show the negligible
influence of a different feeding condition on the Nusselt number.
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Figure 5.14 reports the trend of the spatially averaged Nusselt numbers
at all the tested jet Reynolds numbers. This plot also confirms the indepen-
dence of the found Nusselt number results on the different crossflow condi-
tions. Looking at the constant and the exponent of the power law used to fit
the experimental data, they are consistent with the data found in the open
literature on similar impingement cooling systems.
Finally, Fig. 5.15 shows the averaged discharge coefficient (Cd) measured
during the tests by means of four pressure taps located at the hub and at the
tip of the model.
Unlike the heat transfer results, in this case the holes discharge coefficient
is strongly affected by a different feeding condition. In particular, a higher
discharge coefficient has been found at % Cr = 10, due to a higher ratio
between the jet momentum and the internal crossflow momentum ([62], [63]).
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Figure 5.15: AVIO B3 hole discharge coefficient
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5.1.3 C3 Results
Figure 5.16 reports the main geometrical characteristics of geometry C3.
As illustrated in Fig. 5.16(a) the flow enters in a radial direction in the feed-
ing channel of the measurement section. Part of the flow passes through the
impingement plate, characterized by three large racetrack holes, while the
remaining flow is drawn by large pumps in order to set the desired crossflow
conditions (% Cr = 10 - 40 - 70).
Four big fins are glued on the leading edge internal surface, with the aim
of confining the impingement jets in order to limit their radial dispersion.
The flow in the leading edge cavity is then extracted by means of four ar-
rays of circular holes simulating the shower-head and film cooling extraction
(Fig. 5.16(b)). Moreover, measurements are performed imposing a different
amount of mass flow extracted from each array of extraction holes to repro-
duce different pressure levels on the airfoil external walls. In particular, 40%
of the total mass flow is extracted from the SS row, 10% from the PS row
and 50% from the two arrays of SH holes, as depicted in Fig. 5.16(c).
Figure 5.16: Details of geometry AVIO C3
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Figure 5.17: AVIO C3 Nu/Nu0 contours, lower Rej
A total of five jet Reynolds numbers are tested, Rej = 10000 - 20000 -
30000 - 40000 - 50000, in three different crossflow conditions in the supply
channel, % Cr = 10 - 40 - 70. Due to high pressure losses across the extraction
lines that have limited the mass flow extracted, Rej = 50000 has been tested
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Figure 5.18: AVIO C3 Nu/Nu0 contours, higher Rej
with only 2 impingement jets.
Figures 5.17 and 5.18 report the experimental non-dimensional Nusselt
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number contours at the five tested jet Reynolds numbers. The local distribu-
tion of Nu was normalized with the averaged Nusselt value evaluated at Rej
= 10000 and % Cr = 10 in order to highlight the Nusselt number variations
at higher Rej and different % Cr conditions. Contour plots related to three
crossflow conditions, for each jet Reynolds number, are depicted to give a
global overview of the airfoil along the radial direction (from hub to tip).
The white rectangles represent the base area of the fins.
For each impingement module delimited by two consequent fins, the Nus-
selt number peaks are located in four lobes. This evidence could be related
to the wedge-shaped leading edge and to the presence of the extraction holes.
As discussed before, the test rig is operated in order to set a desired mass flow
rate split among the hole arrays. Due to this split, Nusselt number contours
appear slightly asymmetric. Higher Nu peaks are located on the pressure side
of the blade. The larger amount of extracted mass flow on the suction side
leads to higher Nu levels close to the film cooling holes. The values of the Nu
peak lobes and their location have been motivated by means of a numerical
analysis carried out by Maiuolo et al. [37]. The numerical results presented
Figure 5.19: Central module, % Cr = 40: velocity streamlines
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Figure 5.20: Central module, % Cr = 40: coolant jet impinging zones
in [37], are only related to the case of Rej = 30000 in conjunction with the
three crossflow conditions. As shown in Fig. 5.19, the lobes are placed down-
stream of the cold bridge hole center-lines; this evidence could be motivated
by observing that these nozzles are not able to completely deflect the coolant
jet through the target surface due to their small length-to-diameter ratio l/dh
(left side of Fig. 5.19).
The pressure gradient related to the wedge-shaped leading edge leads to
a relevant coolant jet spreading (right side of Fig. 5.19): that results in the
impinging zones labelled as 1 and 1’ reported in Fig. 5.20. Approaching the
blade leading edge, the coolant flow is finally captured by the shower-head
extraction holes. The last evidence motivates the lobes labelled 2 and 2’
depicted in Fig. 5.20.
Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show the Nu/Nu0 averaged values in the radial and
tangential direction, for all the tested jet Reynolds numbers, at % Cr = 40.
In particular, Fig. 5.22 refers to the central jet that is not affected by possible
spurious phenomena due to the model edges.
The plots show a relevant influence of the Rej on the heat transfer coefficient.
Furthermore, moving from the first impingement module to the last one (Fig.
5.23(a)), which means a different external crossflow condition, the averaged
Nusselt number level slightly increases for all the tested conditions. This last
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Figure 5.21: AVIO C3 Nu/Nu0 radial averaged values at % Cr = 40
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Figure 5.22: AVIO C3 Nu/Nu0 tangential averaged values at % Cr = 40
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(a) AVIO C3 Nu/Nu0 radial averaged val-
ues at Rej = 30000
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Figure 5.23: AVIO C3 Nu/Nu0 averaged values: effect of % Cr
evidence could be explained by observing that, as the coolant approaches
the blade tip, the jets velocity ratio increases leading to higher heat transfer
coefficient peaks, due to the higher discharge coefficient of the jets.
Far away from the region where the coolant jet impinges directly (i.e. moving
towards film cooling holes), the averaged radial-wise profiles seem not affected
by the % Cr parameter, as illustrated in Fig. 5.23(a). This behaviour can
be explained when observing that the mass flow rate extracted by the holes
does not change across the rig, as highlighted by the CFD calculations. All
the experiments demonstrate that an asymmetric mass flow extraction and
variable crossflow conditions slightly influence the Nusselt number.
Finally, Fig. 5.24 presents some comparisons between the present exper-
imental results and data on similar test cases, found in the open literature
(Chupp et al. [27] and Taslim et al. [10]). The figure reveals a very good
agreement with Chupp et al.’s prediction [27] in all tested operating condi-
tions. On the other hand, Taslim found Nusselt number levels about 30%
higher but with a trend similar to the present data.
The revealed discrepancies could be explained by to the differences in the
investigated geometries, in terms of Z/dh, and different inlet and outlet flow
arrangements. Moreover, most of the published data take into account only
the nose area, while present averaged data also considers low HTC regions
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Figure 5.24: AVIO C3 Nu/Nu0 spatially averaged values
on the lateral walls.
5.2 Heat Transfer Results on ALSTOM Ge-
ometries
As already described in section 4.2.2, two different external geometries
have been studied named LE 1 and LE 2. In the next sections, comparisons
will be shown to highlight the influence of different leading edge opening
angles, shape and number of impingement jets and their pitches along the
radial and tangential directions on the heat transfer distribution.
5.2.1 Effect of the LE Opening Angle
Figure 5.25 compares the experimental Nusselt number two-dimensional
contours of geometry G1 and G4, that share the same internal impingement
geometry but with a different leading edge opening angle: ϑ = 70◦ vs 100◦.
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Figure 5.25: Effect of the LE opening angle: G1 vs G4 contour plots
The difference on the wet internal surface between the two leading edge is
negligible.
Results are reported in terms of Nu/Nu0 where Nu0 is the spatially aver-
aged Nusselt number found at Rej = 15000 for geometry G4. The internal
impingement geometry is characterized by a single array of 5 circular holes.
For each contour plot it is evident that the number of Nusselt peaks is
related to the number of impingement jets and the 5 peaks generated by the
impingement jets are well defined.
Figures 5.26 and 5.27 show the comparisons in terms of averaged Nusselt
number in the radial and tangential direction respectively. To avoid spurious
effects due to the model edges, comparisons in the tangential direction have
been made considering the surface from y/Sy = 3 to 5.
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Figure 5.26: Effect of the LE opening angle: G1 vs G4 radial averaged values
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Figure 5.27: Effect of the LE opening angle: G1 vs G4 tangential averaged values
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The effects of a different leading edge wedge-angle are visible from both
the 2D contour plots and in the averaged Nusselt number trends.
Noticeable differences have been found by varying the leading edge opening
angle, both in the central curved region and on the lateral walls. In particular,
higher values of Nu/Nu0 have been measured at ϑ = 70
◦, especially at higher
Reynolds numbers. As can be seen from the tangential averaged values, a
lower ϑ leads to the formation of Nusselt number peaks on the lateral walls,
due to a lower local Z/dj and to the impingement jets spreading. Moreover,
the extraction from the shower-head and film cooling holes contributes to
maintaining a uniform coolant flow distribution over the tested surface. In
both cases the correlation strongly underestimates the measured values. The
high Nusselt number gradients at x = ±25 mm are due to optical aberrations
Figure 5.28: Effect of the LE opening angle: G2 vs G11 contour plots
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in correspondence to the connection between the central curved region and
the lateral walls.
Figure 5.28 shows the comparison between the experimental Nusselt num-
ber 2D contours of geometry G2 and G11, that share the same internal
impingement geometry but with a different leading edge opening angle: ϑ
= 70◦ vs 100◦. Results are reported in terms of Nu/Nu0 where Nu0 is the
spatially averaged Nusselt number found at Rej = 15000 for geometry G11.
The internal impingement geometry is characterized by a double array of
circular holes.
As for the double array of circular holes (G2), Nusselt number contours
show the effect of different ϑs on the spatial distribution of the heat transfer
coefficient. At ϑ = 100◦ the Nusselt peaks are almost circular, with a slight
distortion due to the extraction of the coolant from the shower-head holes.
At ϑ = 70◦ the effect of film cooling extraction is visible on the lateral walls
leading to a lengthening of the jet stagnation region that increases the area
subjected to heat transfer enhancement. The presence of the shower-head
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Figure 5.29: Effect of the LE opening angle: G2 vs G11 radial averaged values
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Figure 5.30: Effect of the LE opening angle: G2 vs G11 tangential averaged values
extraction holes guarantees a uniform distribution of the Nusselt number in
the central region as well. The averaged Nusselt number shows the same
trend found in the contour plots. As shown by the Nu/Nu0 trends reported
in Figure 5.29, no significant differences can be found along the streamwise
abscissa between the two test cases, mainly due to the presence of the shower-
head extraction. This behaviour is also confirmed by looking at the tangential
Nu/Nu0 trends (Figure 5.30). On the lateral walls higher peaks of Nusselt
numbers are found at ϑ = 100◦ in correspondence to the stagnation region
of the impingement jets. On the contrary, at ϑ = 70◦, slightly lower Nusselt
number peaks are measured, with a shift of the jet stagnation region from x
= ±60 to ±75 mm. In the central region (from x = -25 to 25 mm) the same
Nusselt values are measured.
Figure 5.31 shows the comparison between the experimental Nusselt num-
ber 2D contours of geometry G3 and G12, that share the same internal
impingement geometry but with a different leading edge opening angle: ϑ
= 70◦ vs 100◦. Results are reported in terms of Nu/Nu0 where Nu0 is the
spatially averaged Nusselt number found at Rej = 15000 for geometry G12.
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Figure 5.31: Effect of the LE opening angle: G3 vs G12 contour plots
The internal impingement geometry is characterized by a double array of
racetrack holes.
Comparing the two external leading edge geometries with the double
array of racetrack holes, it can again be seen that Nusselt number contour
plots show once again the influence of the film cooling extraction on the
jet stagnation region. The presence of a narrower opening angle combined
with the jet spreading moves the jet stagnation region very close to the film
cooling holes, thus leading to a distortion of the stagnation region shape.
This effect is highlighted also in the tangential averaged values of Fig. 5.33
where slightly lower Nusselt numbers are found in the central region at ϑ =
70◦. No relevant differences have been measured on the lateral walls, except
for a different stagnation point position between the two opening angles ϑ.
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Figure 5.32: Effect of the LE opening angle: G3 vs G12 radial averaged values
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Figure 5.33: Effect of the LE opening angle: G3 vs G12 tangential averaged values
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To summarize all the experimental results discussed in this section, the
Nusselt number found with the single row of circular holes is strongly af-
fected by the leading edge opening angle. As for the internal geometries
with a double row of holes (circular and racetrack), a different angle ϑ has
a predominately local influence on the Nusselt number, thus leading to lo-
cal distortions and a shift of the jet stagnation region, while global results
remain quite similar.
5.2.2 Effect of the SH Extraction
Figure 5.34 shows the two-dimensional contours of geometry G5, in order
to highlight the effect of the coolant extraction from the shower-head holes.
Figures 5.35 and 5.36 show the comparison between G5 and G11 geometries
in terms of averaged Nusselt number in the radial and tangential directions,
at all the tested Reynolds numbers.
Figure 5.34: ALSTOM contour plots. Effect of the SH extraction
Looking at the maps in Fig. 5.34, the absence of extraction from the SH
holes is mainly visible in the central curved region, where lower values of
the Nusselt numbers were found, compared to the reference geometry G11
already shown in Fig. 5.28. However, even if there is no coolant extraction
in the central region, Nusselt number values are not as low as they are close
to the lateral extraction holes because coolant is naturally directed by the
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Figure 5.35: Effect of the SH extraction in radial direction: G5 vs G11
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Figure 5.36: Effect of the SH extraction in tangential direction: G5 vs G11
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inclined side walls to the central area. On the lateral walls the G5 and G11
configurations experience approximately the same values in terms of Nusselt
number distribution and peak intensity, while there is a very slight difference
in the peak position: with the shower-head, peaks are in fact located at a
lower tangential position closer to the SH extraction. This effect is due to
the fact that with the shower-head extraction, impingement jets are slightly
diverted in the central region.
Averaged Nusselt values confirm what has already been pointed out in the
contour plots; in the radial direction, differences are practically negligible and
are comparable to experimental uncertainties. In the tangential direction, at
all the tested Reynolds numbers, a lower Nusselt number magnitude has been
found in the central curved region (from x = -25 to +25 mm) without the
SH coolant extraction, while slightly higher values have been found on the
lateral walls, in particular near the FC extraction arrays (from x = -125 to
-75 mm).
5.2.3 Effect of the Tangential Pitch
Figure 5.37 illustrates the comparison between G6, G7 and G8 geome-
tries in terms of two-dimensional contours, while Figures 5.38 and 5.39 show
the averaged Nusselt number in the radial and tangential direction at all
tested Reynolds numbers, including also the reference geometry G11.
Results clearly highlight the effects of the tangential pitch, both in the
Nusselt number distribution and in the intensity of its peaks. The presence
of the film cooling and shower-head extraction leads to a lengthening of the
jets stagnation area in the lateral regions, moving from nearly circular shapes
in G6 to oblong shapes in G8. This effect results in an increased portion
of area exposed to heat transfer enhancement, as visible in both radial and
tangential averaged values.
In the central curved region, (i.e. from x = -25 to +25 mm) the presence
of the shower-head extraction guarantees a nearly constant Nusselt number
distribution among all the tested tangential pitches.
As for the peak intensity, the Nusselt number at the stagnation point
increases with decreasing jet-to-jet distances, from Z/d = 5.95 of G6 to Z/d
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Figure 5.37: ALSTOM contour plots. Effect of the tangential pitch
= 4.53 of G8, as found similarly by Vullierme et al. [64] and Liu and Feng
[65].
For the configuration considered in the present study, both maps and
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Figure 5.38: Effect of the tangential pitch in radial direction: G6 vs G11 vs G7 vs G8
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Figure 5.39: Effect of the tangential pitch in tangential direction: G6 vs G11 vs G7 vs
G8
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averaged plots have shown a global Nusselt number increase with higher
tangential jet-to-jet spacing.
5.2.4 Effect of the Radial Pitch
Figure 5.40: ALSTOM contour plots. Effect of the radial pitch
Figure 5.40 compares geometries G9 and G10 in terms of 2D contours,
while Figures 5.41 and 5.42 show the averaged Nusselt number in radial
and tangential direction, including also the reference geometry G11. The
discontinuity in the tangential averaged values in correspondence of x = ±25
mm is due to optical distortions generated along the conjunction planes,
between the lateral walls and the curved central region.
An increased radial pitch entails a higher portion of tested surface being
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Figure 5.41: Effect of the radial pitch in radial direction: G9 vs G11 vs G10
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Figure 5.42: Effect of the radial pitch in tangential direction: G9 vs G11 vs G10
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impacted by the impingement jets. The main result to underline is that a
different radial pitch from the reference G11 case leads to a different relative
position between the impingement jets and the extraction holes. This aspect
could locally affect the Nusselt number distribution, in particular for the
cases in which the jets and extraction holes are aligned, as visible in G9 and
G10 Nusselt number contours.
Looking at the averaged Nusselt values, no noticeable differences can be
accounted for along the radial direction (Fig. 5.41), while in the tangential
direction it can be seen that the G11 test has always given higher Nusselt
number values at all the tested Reynolds numbers. Figure 5.42 shows also
that the highest radial pitch represented by geometry G10 has entailed lower
Nusselt numbers.
As already pointed out, this result is mainly due to the different relative
position between the impingement jets and the extraction holes that affects
the intensity of the Nusselt number peaks and their distribution.
5.2.5 Comparisons Between the Tested Geometries
Finally, a comparison between the tested geometries with a double array
of circular holes and an opening angle of ϑ = 100◦, in spatially averaged
terms, is reported in Fig. 5.43. Due to the different hydraulic diameter
between the tested impingement geometries, geometries G1, G2, G3, G4
and G12 are not considered in this comparison.
The plot shows that the most effective parameter modification to obtain
an increase in the internal heat transfer, is an increase in the tangential jet-
to-jet distance. In fact, the highest Nusselt values, at all tested Reynolds
numbers, have been measured with geometry G8, with a global increase
of about 20% with respect to the reference case (G11). Such behaviour
is due to two effects that are combined together: the first one is that a
reduction of the tangential pitch increases the jet-to-target surface distance
and reduces the area affected by the impinging jet, hence limiting the heat
transfer enhancement. The second one is that in the central curved area
heat transfer enhancement is mainly driven by the shower-head extraction,
hence, even if impingement jets are closer to the extraction, this area is
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Figure 5.43: Comparisons between the tested geometries
only marginally affected. Geometry G7 has given a slight Nusselt number
increase of about 7 - 8%, in particular at higher Reynolds numbers. The other
geometries do not affect the global Nusselt number in a positive manner.
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Chapter 6
Optimized Geometries
Results found from the baseline geometries, together with a numerical
DOE analysis carried out within the ERICKA project, have provided the
guidelines for the definition of several AVIO and ALSTOM optimized ge-
ometries.
6.1 Heat Transfer Results on AVIO Optimized
The configuration C3 baseline has been used as a basis for an optimized
geometrical investigation. This choice is based on the analysis of the DOE
results using 124 CFD runs to explore changes in fin and hole geometries and
their relative position, performed within the European Project ERICKA and
based on the results of this research project.
No evident trends have been found except for the fact that cooling perfor-
mance decreases whenever impinging cooling air hits a discharge hole and
exits the leading edge cavity. To reduce this effect, according to experimen-
tal results shown on the C3 baseline, a shift of the jet holes has been proposed
(named HS geometry). Moreover, to further explore possible optimisation,
a shift in fin locations is proposed to be experimentally investigated (named
FS geometry).
All the measurements are focused only at % Cr = 40 at three jet Reynolds
numbers Rej = 20000 - 30000 - 40000.
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6.1.1 REF Results
Before giving details on the proposed AVIO optimized geometries, it is
interesting to highlight the effect of the large fins on the heat transfer distri-
bution. For this reason a reference ”REF” test has been performed without
large fins inside the cavity, as shown in Fig. 6.1, keeping the impingement
jet position and the mass flow split at the extraction unvaried.
Figure 6.1: Geometry AVIO reference ”REF” test
The left side of Fig. 6.2 illustrates the two-dimensional Nusselt number
contours of the AVIO ”REF” geometry at the three tested jet Reynolds
numbers. Results are expressed in terms of Nu/Nu0 where Nu0 represents
the averaged Nusselt value evaluated at Rej = 10000 and % Cr = 10 of the
geometry C3 baseline.
Maps show a global increase in the Nusselt number directly related to the
jet Reynolds number, as already found in the other geometries.
The Nusselt number distributions show three large areas with increased heat
transfer coefficient that represent the stagnation regions of the jets; in partic-
ular, the first and the second jets generate almost circular stagnation regions,
while the third jet located at y/Sy = 10 generates a stretched stagnation re-
gion due to the spurious influence of the edge of the model.
Moreover, the distributions appear more concentrated on the suction side of
the model, clearly due to the mass flow split imposed at the extraction.
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Figure 6.2: AVIO ”REF” vs C3 maps
Even more interesting is the comparison between the C3 baseline geom-
etry and the ”REF” test which highlights the effect of the large fins.
The shape of the stagnation region is strongly affected by the presence of
fins, moving from an almost circular shape visible in the ”REF” maps to a
lengthened shape in the tangential direction with four distinct peaks. An-
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Figure 6.3: C3 vs ”REF” test averaged values: radial direction
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Figure 6.4: C3 vs ”REF” test averaged values: tangential direction
other effect of the large fins is the almost symmetric distribution between
suction and pressure sides, with higher peaks located on the latter, despite
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the imposed asymmetrical mass flow extraction.
More details on the comparisons can be extracted by looking at the averaged
Nusselt number values, in the radial and tangential direction, as illustrated
in Figs 6.3 and 6.4. The radial plot shows that in presence of fins, averaged
Nusselt values are higher in correspondence of the jet stagnation regions,
while close to the regions where fins are located, the ”REF” test has pro-
vided slightly higher Nusselt numbers. In the tangential direction, differences
between the two tests are clearly visible, in particular on the pressure side
of the model (-125 < x < -25 mm). As already pointed out looking at the
maps, the presence of the fins strongly reduces the asymmetry due to the
imposed mass flow split, resulting in higher Nusselt number values compared
to the ”REF” case.
From the results presented, the positive effects of the presence of the fins
are clearly visible, leading to a global Nusselt number enhancement.
The present study do not consider the conduction effects due to the presence
of the fins, however Da Soghe et al. [66] have showed that even if the presence
of the fins realizes an entrapment condition for the coolant jet, leading to an
augmentation of the heat transfer coefficient peaks, their impact on the heat
removed results marginal.
6.1.2 Hole Shift Results
The first proposed optimized geometry (HS) is characterized by a shift
in the impingement jet position compared to the C3 baseline geometry, as
illustrated in Fig. 6.5. The position of the large fins remains the same
between the two configurations.
The impingement holes are shifted by 1/2 extraction hole pitch backward
along the radial direction. This shift is motivated by the C3 baseline results
(Fig. 5.19), where at a higher % Cr the impingement jets are not able to
completely deflect the coolant flow, due to their small length-to-diameter
ratio (l/dh).
The comparison in terms of Nusselt number distributions among the op-
timized HS and FS and the baseline C3 geometries is shown in Fig. 6.6.
When considering HS and C3 geometries (see maps located in the center
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Figure 6.5: AVIO optimized Holes Shift geometry
and on the right respectively), it is possible to appreciate the effect of the
impingement hole shift. The crossflow condition in the feeding channel leads
to an offset between the center of the cold bridge holes and the jet stagnation
region, as already seen in the C3 results, but in the present case the location
of the stagnation region is located exactly in the center of the impingement
module. This evidence affects the stagnation region shape that appears al-
most circular with higher values in the central curved region.
When studying the averaged Nusselt number plots reported in Figs. 6.7 and
6.8, other interesting aspects can be highlighted.
Along the radial direction (Fig. 6.7) differences between the two geometries
are located far from the location of the fins, which is due to the different shape
of the jet stagnation regions. In the C3 case, the coolant jet is more affected
by the presence of the fins leading to a more pronounced jet spreading that
results in Nusselt number peaks also on the lateral walls. The intensity of
these peaks is also higher than in the central region due to a local shorter
jet-to-target surface distance. Practically the same values have been found
near the fins regions.
With regard to the averaged Nusselt number in the tangential direction, the
HS geometry gives slightly higher values only in the curved central region
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(-40 < x < +40 mm). Moreover, it is interesting to note that the HS ge-
ometry is rather affected by the mass flow split, therefore slightly higher
Nusselt number values have been found on the suction side rather than in
the pressure.
Figure 6.6: AVIO FS vs HS vs C3 maps
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Figure 6.7: C3 vs HS averaged values: radial direction
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Figure 6.8: C3 vs HS averaged values: tangential direction
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6.1.3 Fins Shift Results
The second, and last, selected AVIO optimized (FS) is characterized by
a shift in the position of the large fins, compared to the C3 geometry as
illustrated in Fig. 6.9. The position of the impingement jets, in this case,
remains the same between the two configurations.
The large fins are now aligned with the impingement jets.
Figure 6.9: AVIO optimized Fins Shift geometry
On the left of Fig. 6.6 contours plots related to the FS geometry are
shown. The maps do not highlight an area with concentrated Nusselt num-
ber enhancement, this means that the jet stagnation region is mainly located
on the fins. However, it is interesting to note that downstream the fins there
is a uniform increase in the Nusselt number, especially at higher jet Reynolds
numbers. In fact, comparing the FS maps with the other configurations re-
ported in Fig. 6.6, the Nusselt number distribution found in the FS geometry
seems more uniform along the target surface, indeed, an even large area is
affected by the heat transfer increase. This result might be very interesting if
the objective function of the optimization process is an increased portion of
area affected by the heat transfer enhancement, with quite a uniform distri-
bution. This means a lower thermal gradient along the radial and tangential
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direction of the airfoil.
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Figure 6.10: C3 vs FS averaged values: radial direction
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Figure 6.11: C3 vs FS averaged values: tangential direction
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Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show the averaged Nusselt number in the radial
and tangential direction respectively.
The plots in the radial direction highlight the absence of specific Nusselt
number peaks in the FS configuration compared with the C3. This evidence
clearly means noticeable differences in the higher values measured between
the two cases. However, higher Nusselt number values have been found far
from the fins, with a shift in the fins location, confirming the evidence shown
in the maps.
Looking at the averaged values along the tangential direction, differences
between the two geometries are small, with slightly higher Nusselt numbers
found on the SS in the FS case.
Moreover, it is important to note that all the reported results do not consider
the heat removed by forced convection from the fins that might be not a neg-
ligible contribution, especially in the FS case where part of the jet stagnation
region is located on the fin surface.
Finally, Fig. 6.12 shows the comparison in terms of spatially averaged
Nusselt numbers among all the geometries reported in the present section.
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Figure 6.12: AVIO optimized vs C3 spatially averaged values
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This graph effectively summarize all the findings reported in the present
section. Higher spatially averaged Nusselt numbers have been found with
the baseline C3 geometry, while lower values have been found without fins in
the leading edge cavity.
A very interesting finding is that among the selected optimized geometries,
the alignment of the fins with the impingement jets, represented by the FS
test, has given higher values than the ”REF” and HS cases.
To conclude this section, the presence of the fins inside the cavity is impor-
tant to globally increase the internal heat transfer coefficient. The selected
optimized geometries do not seem to be able to further increase the Nusselt
number in terms of peak intensity. However, the optimized geometries, in
particular aligning the fins with the impingement holes, have given a more
uniform heat transfer distribution which means a higher portion of area af-
fected by heat transfer enhancement. Thus, if the aim of the optimization
process is focused on the research of the maximum heat transfer coefficient
value, the C3 baseline already represents the best solution among the consid-
ered geometries. On the other hand, if the aim is focused on the achievement
of an increased portion of area affected by the coolant flow, therefore avoid-
ing the generation of ”hot spots” inside the cavity, then the FS geometry has
surely offered interesting suggestions. It is also important to underline that
the presented results do not consider the heat removed by forced convection
from the fins, so a further analysis could be very interesting taking also into
account this last effect.
6.2 Heat Transfer Results on ALSTOM Op-
timized
Experimental results, together with the numerical CFD analysis carried
out within the ERICKA project, highlight that the geometry G8 guarantees
the maximum increase in the Nusselt number among all the considered con-
figurations. Hence, by means of an intensive CFD campaign launched by
the partners of the project, several configurations were explored varying the
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(a) Opt7 impingement plate (b) Opt9 impingement plate
Figure 6.13: ALSTOM optimized geometries
impingement jet shape, jet injection angle and the relative position between
jet and extraction holes. The result leads to the definition of two optimized
geometries, Opt7 and Opt9, that will be explained in detail in the next sec-
tions. Both geometries Opt7 and Opt9 have been tested with the external
geometry LE 2 that is more engine representative than the narrow opening
angle.
All the measurements have been performed at six jet Reynolds numbers
Rej = 10000 - 20000 - 30000 - 35000 - 40000 - 50000.
6.2.1 Opt7 and Opt9 Results
Geometries Opt7 and Opt9 are characterized by racetrack impingement
jets with a hydraulic diameter of dj = 19.45 mm. As illustrated in Fig. 6.13
jets are inclined with respect to the x direction. In particular, geometry Opt7
has jets inclined by 105◦ with a constant cross-section area, while geometry
Opt9 has jets inclined by 10◦ and a convergent cross-section area with an
outlet jet diameter of dj,out = 0.71 dj .
Moreover, differently from baseline geometries, the relative position between
the impingement jets and the extraction holes is inverted, so the jets are now
aligned with the shower-head holes. The main geometrical characteristics of
the two optimized geometries are summarized in Table 6.1.
Figure 6.14 shows the two-dimensional Nusselt number contours for the
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Geometry Opt7 Geometry Opt9
Jet inclination 105◦ 100◦
Jet shape Racetrack Racetrack
Hole shape Constant cross-section Convergent cross-section
Jet position Aligned with SH holes Aligned with SH holes
Radial pitch y/dj = 3.1 y/dj = 3.1
Tangential pitch x/dj = 5.1 x/dj = 5.1
Table 6.1: ALSTOM Opt main characteristics
Figure 6.14: ALSTOM Opt7 contour plots
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six tested jet Reynolds numbers. Results are expressed in terms of Nu/Nu0
where Nu0 is the spatially averaged Nusselt number evaluated with geometry
G11. Hence, the same reference values are chosen to allow direct comparisons
with the baseline geometry G8, already introduced in Tab. 4.2.
The maps confirm the strong dependence of the Nusselt number directly
related to the jet Reynolds number, as already seen in the baseline geometries
results.
For each contour plot it is evident that the number of Nusselt peaks is related
to the number of the impingement jets and, differently from geometry G12,
the 10 peaks generated by the impingement jets are well defined with a
Figure 6.15: ALSTOM Opt9 contour plots
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racetrack shape.
Jet stagnation regions are located very close to the film cooling extraction
holes due to the inclination of impingement jets. In particular, the hole
inclination combined with the inclined target surface lead to a decrease of
the resulting jet-to-target surface distance Z/dj = 3.3, with a related increase
in the Nusselt number in the stagnation region with respect to the values
measured at geometry G8.
Even if the jet stagnation region is very close to the film cooling extraction
holes, a relevant heat transfer increase has been also found along the lateral
walls and in the central curved region, due to the extraction from the shower-
head holes together with the positive pressure gradient generated by the
inclined side walls.
As regards the geometry Opt9 results, Fig. 6.15 shows the two-dimensional
Nusselt number contours for all the tested jet Reynolds numbers.
The convergent shape of the impingement holes leads to a sharp increase
in the Nusselt number in the stagnation region, due to the higher momentum
of the jets. Very interesting to note is the shape of the jet stagnation region.
Contrary to what was seen in the two-dimensional contours of Opt7, in this
case each jet generates a different stagnation region shape. In particular,
some areas assume an annular ring shape, as can be seen in the detailed view
shown in Fig. 6.16.
Figure 6.16: ALSTOM Opt9 detailed view
The peak near the FC extraction holes indicates the jet stagnation point,
then a separation seems to occur with a reattachment near the shower-head
extraction holes, resulting in an enlargement of the area scoured by the im-
pinging cooling flow.
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Figure 6.17: Averaged Nusselt number for Opt7 and Opt9: radial direction
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Figure 6.18: Averaged Nusselt number for Opt7 and Opt9: tangential direction
The plots reported in Figs. 6.17 and 6.18 are very useful to compare between
geometries Opt7 and Opt9. Moreover, the baseline geometry G8 at Rej =
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35k is given as a reference.
Along the radial direction, geometry Opt9 has given higher Nusselt number
for all the tested Reynolds numbers with a global increase of about 20 - 30%
with respect to geometry Opt7.
The averaged Nusselt number trends in the tangential direction highlight
well the differences between the two geometries in terms of maximum Nus-
selt number and its distribution.
The first evidence of this is the peak location, very close to the film cooling
extraction arrays for geometry Opt7; more centred along the lateral walls are
peaks found with geometry Opt9, with overall higher Nusselt number values.
Another interesting aspect is the variation of the Nusselt number along the
lateral walls. In fact, as already seen in the two-dimensional contours, Opt9
guarantees quite a uniform Nusselt number increase on the lateral sides, with
a less marked variation between x = 75 and 25 mm compared to the trend
found with geometry Opt7 that is characterized by a sharp decrease from
the stagnation region to the shower-head extraction. Last, but not least,
geometry Opt9 is the only geometry among all the tested ones, that has led
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Figure 6.19: Spatially averaged Nusselt number for Opt7, Opt9 and G8
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to a substantial Nusselt number increase also in the central curved region,
with an increase of about 25 - 30% for all the tested jet Reynolds numbers.
Finally, to summarize all the discussed results, the spatially averaged
Nusselt numbers are shown in Fig. 6.19.
The optimized geometry Opt7 does not improve the overall heat transfer
coefficient compared with the baseline geometry G8, with small differences
that can be accounted for by the measurement uncertainty. On the contrary,
as already pointed out in the previous plots, geometry Opt9 generates a
constant increase at all the tested jet Reynolds numbers.
To conclude this section, the present experiments have undoubtedly shown
that the selected optimized geometry Opt9 represents a highly potential so-
lution for the internal leading edge cooling because it allows to increase the
internal heat transfer coefficient while keeping the coolant mass flow rate con-
stant. However, the reported results on geometry Opt9 need to considered
together with the manufacturing constraints, that could be more challeng-
ing compared to the baseline geometries, and on the different pressure ratio
required to feed the leading edge cavity keeping the coolant mass flow rate
constant.
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Conclusions
An intensive experimental study has been conducted to better understand
and highlight the effects of complex fluid-dynamic interactions inside a lead-
ing edge cavity of typical gas turbine airfoils on the internal heat transfer
distribution. The study was carried out in the framework of the European
Research project ERICKA, working together with the industrial partners
AVIO and ALSTOM Switzerland that have provided the geometries and test
conditions, reported in this research paper.
The study has been carried out on a dedicated test rig designed to house
different scaled up leading edge models characterized by different internal im-
pingement geometries, coolant extractions from shower-head and film cooling
holes and different flow arrangements. The experiments have been performed
using a transient technique with narrow band Thermo-chromic Liquid Crys-
tals that allows to obtain a detailed two-dimensional distribution of the heat
transfer coefficient on the tested surface. Even though several already pub-
lished works on the internal heat transfer in leading edges can be found,
the present study can be considered unique and innovative because it gives
very interesting details not reported in the open literature, in complex flow
arrangements that reproduce the actual inlet and outlet feeding conditions
inside real airfoils leading edge cooling schemes rather well.
In addition to the experimental results reported in this thesis, the present
research has allowed to further develop new experimental devices such as the
mesh heater, that was designed and manufactured in-house, and to improve
the post-processing procedure dealing with transient heat conduction prob-
lems within cylindrical domains.
The experimental results expressed in terms of Nusselt number distribu-
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tion inside the leading edge cavity provided by the baseline geometries have
set the guidelines for the definition of several optimized geometries that were
tested in the last period of the activity.
All the experiments have shown a strong dependence on the Nusselt number
with the jet Reynolds number in terms of peak intensity and its distribution.
Other interesting results need to be analyzed considering the different tested
geometries separately.
As far as the AVIO geometries are concerned, three different leading edge
cooling schemes have been tested. Geometry B2, composed of an internal
impingement sheet with four arrays of circular holes, has shown an offset
between the center of the jet hole and the location of the Nusselt number
peaks. This finding is accounted for by the potential core impinging on the
target surface, due to the low jet-to-target surface distance of Z/dj = 1.57
with additional effects due to the curvature of the target surface.
As Geometry B2, geometry B3 has an impingement sheet with four arrays
of circular impingement holes, but located in an asymmetric arrangement
along the tangential direction. Moreover, tests have been performed impos-
ing a different mass flow extraction between the arrays of extraction holes,
and in different crossflow conditions in the feeding channel. Results clearly
have shown that the Nusselt number distribution is not influenced by the
mass flow split and different flow arrangements but is dependent only on the
jet Reynolds number variation. On the contrary, the impingement hole dis-
charge coefficient is strongly influenced by different feeding conditions, with
higher values found at a lower crossflow percentage, that is representative of
the tip of the blade.
Finally, geometry C3 is composed of an impingement plate with three large
racetrack holes and large fins inside the leading edge cavity. Moreover, sim-
ilarly to geometry B3, a different mass flow extraction has been imposed
between the pressure and suction side and different crossflow conditions in
the feeding channel. Results show that for each impingement module delim-
ited by two consequent fins, the heat transfer coefficient peaks are located
in four lobes. The number of such lobes is found to be related both to the
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pressure gradient generated by the wedge-shaped leading edge and to the
presence of the shower-head extraction holes. Nusselt number trends con-
firm what Metzger and Bunker [9] and Taslim et al. [36] already pointed
out: they show the relevant impact of the Rej on the heat transfer. The
experiments also highlight that the asymmetric mass flow extraction and
variable crossflow conditions slightly influence the Nusselt number.
With regard to the ALSTOM results, different external and internal ge-
ometries have been tested in order to highlight the influence of different lead-
ing edge opening angles, shape and number of impingement jets and their
pitches along the radial and circumferential directions on the heat transfer
distribution.
The effects of the leading edge opening angle is different when varying the
internal impingement geometries: the Nusselt number found with the single
row of circular holes is strongly affected by the leading edge opening angle.
As for the internal geometries with a double row of holes (circular and race-
track), a different angle ϑ has a predominately local influence on the Nusselt
number, thus leading to local distortions and a shift of the jet stagnation
region, while the global results remain quite similar.
The presence of the shower-head extraction leads only to local differences
in the Nusselt number distributions, in particular a lower Nusselt number
magnitude was found in the central curved region without the shower-head
coolant extraction, while slightly higher values were found on the lateral
walls, in particular near the film cooling extraction arrays.
A variation of the tangential pitch strongly influences the Nusselt number
distribution and peak intensity, in particular results have shown a global
Nusselt number increase with higher tangential jet-to-jet spacing. This in-
crease was found on the lateral regions where an increase of the tangential
pitch means a reduction of the jet-to-target surface distance from Z/dj =
5.95 of G6 to Z/dj = 4.53 of G8, while in the central curved region the
presence of the shower-head extraction guarantees a nearly constant Nusselt
number distribution among all the tested tangential pitches.
Finally, the effect of an increased radial pitch entails a higher portion of
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tested surface being impacted by the impingement jets. This aspect could
locally effect the Nusselt number distribution, in particular for the cases in
which the jets and extraction holes are aligned. In averaged terms, the higher
radial pitch tested has given the lower Nusselt number values.
The experimental results found the baseline geometries were used within
the ERICKA project to validate numerical procedures, aimed at selecting
several optimized configurations both for AVIO and ALSTOM. These se-
lected optimized geometries have been manufactured and tested in the last
period of the present research project.
As regards AVIO optimized geometries, they are based on the C3 baseline
configuration, changing the relative position between impingement jets and
large fins.
The selected optimized geometries do not seem to be able to further increase
the Nusselt number in terms of peak intensity. However, if the main aim is
to achieve an increased portion of area interested by the coolant flow with
uniform heat transfer values, the geometry FS has produced very interesting
results.
As for ALSTOM, two optimized geometries have been tested character-
ized by racetrack inclined nozzles, one with a constant cross-section area,
named Opt7 and the other with a convergent profile, named Opt9.
Results from geometry Opt9 have shown that the selected optimized geom-
etry Opt9 represents a very attractive solution for the internal leading edge
cooling because it provides an increase of about 20 - 30% with respect to the
baseline considered geometries at all the tested jet Reynolds numbers, thus it
strongly improves the internal heat transfer removal keeping the coolant mass
flow rate constant. However, results on geometry Opt9 need to considered
together with the manufacturing constraints, that could be more challeng-
ing compared to the baseline geometries, and on the different pressure ratio
required to feed the leading edge cavity keeping the coolant mass flow rate
constant.
Appendix

Annex A
Dimensionless Numbers
A similarity analysis is used to ensure that the experiment accurately
models the engine conditions. The main interesting dimensionless parameters
used in the present work are defined as follow:
Reynolds number
Re =
ρvL
µ
where ρ, v and µ are the density, velocity and dynamic viscosity of the flow,
respectively, and L is the reference length.
The Reynolds number compares the inertial forces to the viscous forces in
the momentum equations. The flow has a distinct boundary layer near the
wall and the value of the Reynolds number indicates different flow regimes,
such as laminar or turbulent flow: a laminar flow occurs at low Reynolds
numbers, where viscous forces are dominant, and is characterized by smooth,
constant fluid motion; a turbulent flow occurs at high Reynolds numbers and
is dominated by inertial forces, which tend to produce chaotic eddies, vortices
and other flow instabilities.
Prandtl number
Pr =
ν
α
=
cpµ
k
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where ν = µ/ρ, is the kinematic viscosity and α = k/(ρcp), is the thermal
diffusivity.
Differently to the Reynolds number, the Prandtl number contains no such
length scale in its definition and is dependent only on the fluid and the fluid
state. It is a measure of the ratio of the thickness of the flow boundary
layer compared to the thermal boundary layer. For air, the Prandtl number
is in the order of unity and therefore both boundary layers have a similar
thickness. For other fluids, like waters, the Prandtl number can be as high as
14, and therefore the thermal boundary layer is much thinner than the flow
boundary layer. On the other hand, the Prandtl number for a liquid metal
is very small (0.02 - 0.07) and therefore the thermal boundary layer is much
larger than the flow boundary layer.
Rotation number
Ro =
ωL
v
where ω is the angular velocity, v the flow velocity and L the reference
length.
The Rotation number measures the relative importance or the rotational
effects (Coriolis forces) compared to the through-flow in the cooling channel.
Grashof number
Gr =
gβ (Tw − Tf )L3
ν2
where g is the gravitational acceleration and β in this case represents the
volumetric thermal expansion coefficient.
The Grashof number approximates the ratio of the buoyancy to viscous force
acting on a fluid. It frequently arises in the study of situations involving
natural convection.
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Eckert number
Ec =
v2
cp∆T
=
Kinetic energy
Enthalpy
The Eckert number is the ratio between the kinetic energy and the enthalpy.
It is dimensionless quantity useful in determining the relative importance in
a heat transfer situation of the kinetic energy of a flow.
Rayleigh number
Ra =
gβ
να
(Tw − Tf)L3 = Gr · Pr
The Rayleigh number is associated with the buoyancy driven flow (free con-
vection or natural convection). When the Rayleigh number is below the
critical value for that fluid, heat transfer is primarily in the form of conduc-
tion; when it exceeds the critical value, heat transfer is primarily in the form
of convection.
It can be defined also as the product of the Grashof number and the Prandtl
number. Hence, the Rayleigh number itself may also be viewed as the ratio
of buoyancy and viscosity forces times the ratio of momentum and thermal
diffusivity.
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